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ABSTRACT

The recent discovery of photorefractive polymer composites with near 100% fourwave-mixing diffraction efficiency and high net optical gain by the author and coworkers at
the University of Arizona has forwarded the advances of using organic materials to
fabricate nonlinear optical devices. Nmlinear optical chiomophores provide the optical
properties for these new materiab. Since there are thousands of molecules that are
potential candidates to yield hi^ performance nonlinear optical materials, a technique to
quickly characterize the optical properties of these molecules is clearly needed. We have
developed a frequency-dependent ellipsometric technique that simultaneously determines
the first-order (anisotropic polarizability), second-order (first-hyperpolarizability), and
third-order (second-hypetpolarizability) optical molecular coefQcients of the chromophore.
In this dissertation we will discuss the (diysics of diese high performance nonlinear optical
organic materials, and the characterizati(m of their unique properties, leading to the
development of our frequency-dependent ellipsometric technique. The technique itself will
be discussed in detail, with an analysis of the molecules that are best suited for this type of
measurement scheme, and a discussion of the limitations of this technique. Experimental
data will be in%sented for a typical high perftxmance nonlinear optical chromophore 4-(4'nitrophenylazo)-l,3-di((3"- OT 4"-vinyl)ben:Qfloxy)benzene (NPADVBB).
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Chapter 1

Introduction
In this work we present a new method for measuring the linear and nonlinear
optical properties of an important new class of nonlinear optical

materials, namely

the

organic chromophores used in high performance photorefractive polymers. Chapter 2
presents the organic photoconductors and nonlinear chromophores that are the building
blocks of the photorefractive polymers. Then die different types of photorefractive
polymers are discussed, with an emphasis on the high performance low glass transition
temperature photorefractive polymers. The remarkable performance of these materials is
explained by the effects of room temperature poling of the chromophores on the linear and
nonlinear optical [voperties of the material. Chapter 3 discusses the experimental methods
used to characterize the optical properties of the photorefractive polymers. Here we explain
in detail the experimental seti^, and the theoretical analysis, behind the frequencydependent ellipsometric method devel(^)ed by the author and coworkers at the University
of Arizona. Since diis technique allows the simultaneous determination of the first-,
second-, and third-order optical properties of the chromophores in the low glass transition
photorefractive polymers, it can be used as a method to quickly screen new polymer
composites for their potential use as hi^ performance materials. It can also be used at
different wavelengths to measure the optical di^KTsion of the molecular optical
coefficients of a chromophore. Chapter 4 presents the optical dispersion of the linear
polarizability, and the first-order hyperpolarizability, for the chromophore NPADVBB
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using the fi«qiiency-dependent ellipsometric technique. A two-level model is used to fit a
dispersion curve to the data, and a figure of merit is calculated for the NPADVBB
chromophore. Chapters summarizes this work, and discusses the usefiilness and
applicability of the frequency-dependent ellipsometric technique. For the remainder of this
first chapter we point out the motivation bdiind this area of research, discuss the various
types of nonlinear optical matenals, and examine the requirements that advanced
technologies will have fen* new nonlinear optical materials.
IVIotivation
As electronics provided die enablmg technology that made our (vesent world of
telecommunications, entertainment, and computing possible, so optics now provides the
enabling technology for future developments in high density data storage and switching,
three dimensional hologr^hic entertainment, and massively parallel computing
architectures.

Optical

systems

are

replacing

electronics

in

long

distance

telecommunications links because of reduced costs of optical fiber over copper wire, fewer
repeater amplifiers, lower maintenance, and higher bandwidth. For example, commercial
systems operating at 565 Mbit/sec are equivalent to 7,680 two-way conversations over a
pair of optical fibers (Meyers 1991). Optical systems that use light to cmitrol light, through
materials that have nrailinear optical properties, are poised to bring entirely new
technologies into being. New technologies such as hi^density data storage v\^ere bits of
information are stored in a three dimensional hologram widi densities on the order of
8xlO'^ bits (one terabyte) per cubic centimeter. This is equivalent to the data storage
provided by one thousand computer hard-drives (each having one Gigabyte capacity).
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These new technologies make use of the optical properties of a family of materials referred
to as nonlinear optical materials. The next section gives a brief overview of the various
types of nonlinear optical materials that are presently available.
Nonlinear Optical Materials
Nonlinear optical (NLO) materials are distinguished from ordinary linear optical
materials by their interaction with light Optical materials such as glass windows,
prescription lenses in eyeglasses, and tinted windshields in automobiles are considered to
be linear optical materials because their optical properties such as reflection, transmission,
and absorption of light req)ond linearly to the amplitude of the electromagnetic field of the
li^t For example, a glass window may reflect 8% of the incident light from a 60 Watt
liglit source, while transmitting 91.99% and absorbing 0.01% of that incident light. If we
change die li^t source from a 60 Watt bulb to a 1000 Watt bulb, the relative percent of
lig^t reflected, transmitted, and absorbed stays the same. A ncmlinear optical material, such
as a saturable absorber, shows a very different behavior. In the case of a saturable absorber
the absorption may be very high, > 99%, for low intensity light and then become
transparent, abs(»ption < 1 %, for high intensity light (analogous to switching from the
60 Watt to the 1000 Watt bulb). NLO materials are used for a variety of purposes. The
saturable absorber is used in ultrafast laser systems to generate extremely short pulses of
li^t, on the order of 10''^ to 10*'^ s. In a colliding pulse mode-locked laser tiie saturable
absorber material is typically an organic dye dissolved in a liquid organic solvent Other
uses for nonlinear optical materials in laser systems involve second-harmonic generation
(frequency doubling), third-harmonic generation (frequency tripling), and on as high as
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seventh-hannonic generation (Rein^es 1991). Nd:YAG (neodymitimyttrium-aiuminumgamet) lasers provide high power optical pulses at a fimdamental wavelength of 1.06
and are commonly frequency doubled, tripled, or quadrupled using a KDP (potassium
dihydrogen phosphate) inorganic NLO crystal. Higher wder frequencies can be generated
using helium gas as the nonlinear material pumped by the frequency quadrupled Nd:YAG
output Anodier application for NLO materials mvolves the electrooptic effect, where the
refractive index of die material changes under illumination. Devices that use the
electrooptic effect to modulate the transmission of light through a wave-guide are called
EO modulators. They typically use the compound semiconductor gallium-arsenide as the
NLO material for infrared wavelengtiis, or the inorganic crystal lithium-niobate as the NLO
material for visible wavelengths. EO modulators using NLO polymers are cunentiy under
development The photorefractive effect is distinguished from the EO efifect in that it
involves the photogeneration of charge carriers, and uses the resulting space-charge field to
produce the change in refractive index. Applications tiiat involve the photorefractive efifect
include optical holografdiic data storage (GQnter and Huignard 1989; Hesselink and
Bashaw 1993), and image processing. The materials Aat have generally been used for the
photorefractive effect are the inorganic crystals such as bariimi-titanate, or lithium-niobate.
However, recent developments in the area of high performance photorefractive polymers
indicate these materials will soon find a place in these applications.
These few examples already demonstrate the wide variety in the types of NLO
materials available. The most commonly used materials today are the inorganic crystals,
and the semiconductor compounds. While these materials do have good optical properties.
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large nonlmearities, high optical damage threshold, and long term stability (shelf-life),
these qualities come at a hi^ price. The fabrication techniques for crystal growth of the
NLO crystals is still more art than science. A single crystal of barium-titanate, or lithiumniobate with controlled doping, just a few millimeters long in each dimension, can cost
hundreds of dollars. The fabrication of semiconductors involves the use of molecular beam
epitaxy systems i^ch cost one million dollars or more. Besides the high cost of making
these materials, diey also have limited wavelength ranges under which they can operate.
The organic NLO materials can be optimized for a given wavelength range. NLO organic
materials used in the non-resonant regime (away fix>m optical absorption peaks) have high
optical damage thresholds. The &brication costs of die organic polymers and amorphous
materials are relatively inexpensive, involving chemical synthesis that can be adapted to
mass production. While the shelf-life of ttie hi^ performance photorefractive polymers has
been problematic, we show in Gutpter 3 a new high performance chromophore,
NPADVBB, that promises a shelf-life of years, long enou^ for practical devices. In the
following section we discuss the required properties of the n«ct generation of NLO
materials to enable the technologies of die near future.
Advanced Technology Requirements for New Nonlinear Optical Materials
Advanced technologies in optical data stiMrage, high speed optical switching, optical
fiber to the home, etc., wiU place demanding requirements on the NLO materials used in
those applications. Not the least of those demands will be reduced fabrication costs to make
the devices widely affordable. For example, consider the promise of optical fiber to the
home to provide advanced telecommunications and cable television offerings such as

movies on demand. Today, the telecommunications optical fibers in use are single-mode
glass fibers that have coce diameters around 10 ^m, oc for short distances (less than one
mile) multi-mode glass fibers witii core diameters around 100 ^m. The problem witfi such
small core diameters is that it is difficult to make connectOTs that can couple two ends of
optical fiber together and have good transmission between the fibers. If the two coimectors
holding the two ends of the fiber are misaligned by as little as 10 ^m the li^t coming out
of one fiber may completely miss die other fiber, resulting in zero transmission of light If
the connectors are misaligned by as litde as V* of the diameter of the core, a significant
amount of light is lost in die transmissicm between the two fibers. For this reason, the
connectors used for the above optical fibers are either very expensive (a connector preinstalled on the end of a fiber costs around $100), or diey require a technician with
specialized equipment to make the connection (here the connectors are cheap but the
technician is expensive). This cost factor is what makes fiber to ttie home impractical at the
present time. However, polymer optical fibers in commercial development that have multimode core sizes up to a few millimeters in diameter make the aligmnent of the fibers much
easier, since the tolerances are more relaxed (Nihei, Ishigure et al. 1997). Connectors for
the polymer optical fibers will cost around one dollar and do not require a technician or
specialized equipment to install. Such large core sizes are impossible in glass fibers due to
the rigidity of the glass. The optical properties of die polymer fibers are controlled by the
chemistry, i.e., zero-birefringence can be obtained by copolymerizing monomers having
positive and negative birefiii^ence (Iwata, Tsukahara et al. 1996), or by the material
science, i.e., a gradient index across the fiber can be obtained using interfacial gel
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copolomerization (Nfliei, Ishigure et al. 1996). Without belaboring this example any
further, we just wish to point out that the organic materials offer significant advantages in
cost and optimizable material parameters over die incH-ganic materials for short distance
optical fiber to the home.
Similar cost savings are possible when organic photorefractive polymers replace
inorganic crystals in such q)plications as optical holographic data storage. Today,
holographic data storage is a novelty found only in the research laboratory. The hi^ cost of
the inorganic crystals make diem im[»actical for commonplace data storage media. When
organic materials, costing a few doUars instead of a few hundred dollars, become
commercially available, the large scale storage capabilities will have a transforming effect
on how we create, manipulate, and store data. Another requirement, that is also related to
cost, regards &e li^t sources required to operate the NLO devices. The inorganic crystals
typically require powerful lasers, such as Argon Ion gas lasers, in order to operate at
reasonably fast response times. These powerful lasers are expensive (around $40,000), are
rather large in size, and usually require water cooling and ^)ecial electrical supplies to
operate. Needless to say, diey are not going to appear in living rooms around the world
anytime soon. The organic NLO materials typically require only low power laser sources,
such as diode lasers to operate at reasonably fast response times. Diode lasers are
inexpensive (around $40), are small enough to fit inside of a fountain pen, and can operate
from batteries (that also fit inside the fountain pen) without any special cooling
requirements.
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The requirements to bring advanced nonlinear optical technologies to market are
low cost, low power optical sources, optimizability^ for operating at different wavelengths
from the visible to the near-infrared, flexibility^ m both mechanical and chemical design
parameters, durability, and Icmg shelf-life. While the inorganic NLO materials may have
durability, and long shelf-life, diey are lacking in the other requirements. The cnrganic
materials have suffered from a perceived lack of durability and shelf-life, but these
properties are already being significantly improved. The odier requirements are clearly
provided by the organic NLO materials. It is the organic NLO materials that hold out the
promise to make the advanced technologies diat reside only in the world's research
laboratories today, available to the world's Uvmg rooms tomorrow. In the next chapter we
will discuss the organic materials Aat comprise the photorefractive polymers, and introduce
the physical concepts that e?q)Iain their remarkable behavior.
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Chapter 2

Photoconductive and Nonlinear Optical Organic Materials for
Photorefractive Polymer Composites
While the first photorefractive polymer was demonstrated in 1990 (Ehicharme,
Scott et al. 1991), extensive research into the building blocks of this material, namely
photoconductive and NLO wganic materials, has been underway since the 1970's.
Research into photoconducting organic materials is fiieled by the multi-billion dollar per
year xerographic and laser printer industry. The OPC in OPC-belt (or OPC-drum) that you
find in your laser printer or copier stands fa: Organic PhotoConductor. Research into
organic nonlinear optical materials is motivated by theoretical predictions of large
nonlinear optical effects due to thev large dipole moments, and extended 7C-conjugated
bonds, combined with low dielectric constants. Motivation for both photoconducting and
NLO organic materials comes from advanced performance due to hi^er bandwidth (> 100
GHz) and lower dielectric constant (e), as well as from the reduced materials cost
compared to their inorganic counterparts, significant flexibility in die large area and shapeforming c^abilities of organic materials, and reduced costs associated with environmental
impact of manufacturing and di^sal of post-consumer (vganic versus inorganic products.
Organic Photoconductors
The first

commercial jdiotoconductor devices were sublimed thin films

of

anthracene and sulfer on zinc plates (Law 1993). They were part of the first photocopy
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machine, invented by Chester Carlson, who filed a patent on "electrophotography" in 1938
(Carlson 1940). This material was rather inefficient in practice since it requires ultraviolet
light (not sensitive in the visible) and the quantum efficiency of anthracene is reported to be
10"^ (Kao and Hwang 1981). Selenium quickly replaced the anthracene-sulfer composite
due to selenium's near uniQr quantum efficiency and sensitivity in die visible. However,
interest in finding an organic (diotoconductor remained due to the hi^ cost of selenium
and environmental concerns associated with its disposal. The first commercial organic
photoconductor was a charge-transfer complex between poly(vinylcarbazole) and
trinitrofluorenone (hereafter referred to as PVK and TNF respectively) (Shattuck and
Vahtra 1969). However, TNF has been banned finm commercial use since it was
discovered to have carcinogenic properties. Today there are a number of organic
photoconductOTs in use by the xerogr^hic industry. These are typically bilayer devices
with a charge generation layer, using organic sensitizers such as squaraines, azo pigments,
and perylene pigments, and a charge transporting layer, using an organic hofe tran^xnrting
material such as TPD. Also the laser printer industry, widi its requirements for sensitivity in
the near infrared, relies heavily on the class of organic photoconductors made up of the
phthalocyanines. This very brief historical review shows the commercial motivation behind
the research into organic photoconductors. Now we discuss the physical processes that
contribute to the phenomenon of photoctmductivity, with emphasis on the organic
materials.
Conductivity in any material is a direct fimction of the number density of free
charge carriers and die mobility of diose charge carriers. Semiconductors behave like
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insulators at room temperature and below, and behave like conductors at hi^er
temperatures, or under itradiance by photons of sufficiently hi{^ photon energy. A material
that shows an increase in its conductivity^ ^en e?q)osed to li^t is called a photoconductor.
The process, or processes, that result in a change in die conductivity due to optical radiation
depend iq)on die properties of the photoconductor. Photoconductive materials can be
divided into two broad categories, inorganic and OTganic, and these categories can be
further subdivided. Inorganic photoconductors are usually crystalline semiconductors
which can be intrinsic, such as silicon (Si) or lead sulfide (PbS), or which can be extrinsic,
such as silicon:arsenide (SiiAs) or germaniimi:copper (Ge:Cu). Definitions of intrinsic
versus extrinsic photoconductors are given in the following section. There are some
instances where the inorganic materials can be amorphous, as in amorphous Si. Organic
photoconductors can be crystalline semiconductors M^iich can be intrinsic, such as
anthracene, or which can be extrinsic, such as anthraquinone-doped anthracene or
tetracene. There are also amorphous (Hrganic semiconductor materials, such as amorphous
polyacetylene. In either case, organic or inOTganic, amorfdious materials tend to have
conductivities >^ch are orders of magnitude smaller than their crystalline counterparts.
Crystalline inorganic semiconductors are well understood, and the dieory of
photoconductivity in these materials will now be presented. From that basis the thewy of
photoconductivity in organic materials can be compared to, and developed from the simpler
case of inorganic semiconductors.

Charge Carrier Generation^ Quantum Efficiemy, and Charge-Transfer Complexes
Inorganic semiconductors exhibit photoconductivity when free charge carriers are
generated by the abswption of photons. In die case of an intrinsic material an electron is
excited out of die valence band and becomes a free carrier in the conduction band, leaving
behind a hole which becomes a free carrier in the valence band. This {vocess occurs by the
absorption of a photon widi photon energy greater than or equal to die energy band gap. Eg,
of the material. The resulting free carriers can respond to an applied electric field as a
current densi^. hi die case of an extrinsic material, eidier (I) an electron is excited out of
the donor level, becoming a free carrier in die conductiixi band, and leaving behind a
trapped hole, or (2) an electron is excited out of the valence band and is trapped by an
acceptor in die acceptor level, leaving behind a hole as a free carrier in the valence band. In
either the intrinsic or extrinsic case, die process involves the absorption of a photon (and
possibly a phonon for an indirect bandgap material) resulting in one (extrinsic) or two
(intrinsic) free carriers which contribute to an increase in the conductivity of the material.
The above descriptim is somewhat oversimplified in that we have neglected a different two
step process that can result in free carriers. This is the process whereby a photon of slightly
less energy than Eg is absorbed, resulting in a bound electron-hole pair, known as an
exciton. The exciton can move around in the crystal lattice, but it is electrically neutral, and
hence does not contribute to die current density^ under an ^lied electric field. The second
step in the process leading to free charge carriers is the dissociation of the exciton from a
bound electron-hole pair to a separated electron and hole. This dissociation step can occur
through ionization of the exciton by the applied field (Onsager 1934; Onsager 1938), by
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collision with another exciton« or by collision with trapped carriers. The resulting
photogenerated free carriers contribute to the increased conductivity of the material, which
we call photoconductivity.
Organic semiconductors are organic compounds possessing delocalized electrons
\K^ch form conji^aled bonds or charge-transfer complexes. Crystalline organic
semiconductors have valence and conduction bands, and their intrinsic photoconductivity is
analogous to the intrinsic photoconductivity^ of inorganic semiconductors. Amorphous
organic semiconductors, such as the polymers that will be discussed in detail below, retain
much of their molecular characteristics and their energy levels are described by the hi^est
occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO).
Absorbed photons of energy Eg, or greater, create free charge carriers by a direct band-toband transition. However, the quantum efQciency, rj, for direct band-to-band transitions in
intrinsic organic semiconductors is several orders of magnitude smaller than that for
intrinsic inorganic semiconductors. Where the inorganics typically have 7 % 0.6, the
organics have 17» 10"* for andiracene at 298 K, Ebias =

V/cm, and ^ = 310 nm (Kao

and Hwang 1981). The extrinsic organics have a hi^er quantum efficiency for direct
valence band to acceptor band with 17 » 0.01 for both anthraquinone-doped anthracene
(Kao and Hwang 1981) and photorefractive polymers at 298 K, Euas = 10^ V/cm, and
/ic = 488 nm (Sandalphon, Kippelen et al. 1994). Figure 2-1 shows the energy level
diagram for extrinsic photoconductivity. En die figure. So refers to the ground state, or
valence band, where the hole becomes a free carrier, and A refers to the acceptor band
where the electron becomes trapped. EMrect band-to-band transitions, with their very small

^
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*

- (trapped electron)

+ (free hole)

Figure 2-1

Energy level diagram for extrinsic photoconductivity.

quantum efficiencies, are not die dominant processes that lead to photoconductivity in
organic semiconductors, bi these materials the processes diat lead to free carriers and
photoconductivity usually mvolve intermediate states. A process common to nearly all
organics involves die formation of a geminate Q)hotogenerated) electron-hole pair (exciton)
\^ch subsequently dissodates into free charge carriers. Dissociation of the geminate
exciton in organic materials can occur by the same mechanisms described above for the
inorganic materials. The most important mechanism is diat of ionization assisted by an
applied electric field. This results in a strong field dependence in the carrier generation
efficiency. The Onsager tfieory of geminate exciton recombination takes the external field
dependence into account It also assumes diat different wavelengths of light produce
excitons of different radii. Recall that photras with energies slightly below the band-gap
energy. Eg, can be absorbed resulting in excitons, while photons with energies greater than
or equal to Eg are abs(Mi)ed resulting in free electrons and holes. For a given medium there
will be minimum radius, ro, ccxresponding to a maximum binding energy, EB, for the
exciton's electron and hole pair. Any smaller radius and die electron and hole will
necessarily recombine. So the minimum energy an absorbed photon must have is Eg-Ee. If
an absorbed photon has energy E such that Eg-Ee < E < Eg dien the excess energy goes into
the exciton system reducing the binding energy and increasing the radius, r, between the
bound electron and hole. A simplified version of the Onsager theory is given by
(Mozumder 1974):
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P(r,0,£) = l-exp[-^(l

t=0

^(l + r)*
*•

Equation 2-1

where
=l-exp(-7)^1+7 + ^+...+^
and P{r,6^ is Onsager's escape probability

an ion panr initially separated by a distance

r, oriented at angle d widi respect to die applied field E.z = cos(6), ^ = eErl2kT with e the
elementary charge, k is the Boltzmann constant, and f is die temperature. 7 = rjr with
rc = ^IdcT the "Onsager distance." The above phenomenon results in a different threshold
for the optical absorption spectrum compared to die photoconductivity spectrum, along
with a strong wavelength dependence on the firee carrier generation efficiency (Popovic
1984). This is observed in many organic materials ranging from low molecular weight
crystals like andiracene, to amorphous polymers like poly(iV-vinylcarbazole). Another
process applies to a different type of organic photoccmductor, such as crystalline
phthalocyanines, where the threshold for the (q>tical absorption spectrum and the
photoconductivity spectrum coincide (Yasunaga, Kasai et al. 1979). In these materials
absorbed photons create singlet or triplet exciton states. The singlet exciton can be
converted to a triplet exciton by intersystem crossing ^diich is enhanced in the heavy metal
phthalocyanines by the strong spin-^irit interaction. The triplet excitons are free to move
about the crystal until they recombine, dissociate, or are annihilated by collisions with
dopants that result in a charge-transfer state. Recombination produces a photon and reduces
the photoconductivity by removing the carriers. Dissociation produces the free carriers that
contribute to the photoconductivity. A charge-transfer state involves the transfer of an
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electron to the dopant molecule from a neighboring phthalocyanine molecule. The chargetransfer state is energetically close to the conduction band. Hence thermal excitation is
sufficient to excite the electron finm the charge-transfer state to the conduction band where
it becomes a free carrier. Figure 2-2 shows the energy level diagram for charge-transfer
assisted photoconductivity. In the figure So refers to the ground state, or valence band, St
refers to the first excited singlet state, S* refers to higher excited singlet states, PS refers to
the photosensitizer excited states, and CT refers to the charge-transfer complex.
There are two major classes of organic semiconductors. One class is the lowmolecular-weight compounds such as aromatic compounds (polycyclic and nitrogen
containing), dyes, and phthalocyanines. Another class is that of the polymers with a large
number of conjugated bonds (Boguslavskii and Vannikov 1970). While the low-molecularwei^t organic photoconductors are interestmg in their own right, they are not used in the
photorefractive polymers, so we will not discuss them further, histead we look to the
photoconducting polymers which contribute dieir functionality to the photorefractive
polymer composites. There are two basic types of polymers ^ch exhibit different
optical and electronic properties (Mort 1980). One type involves polymers widi saturated or
unsaturated backbones diat do not have pendant groups, such as polyethylene and
polyacetylene. The second type involves polymers with saturated backbones and appended
aromatic chromophores, such as polystyrene and polyvinylcarbazole. The electronic and
optical properties of the pendant-group polymers are determined by the properties of the
pendant molecules. In diis case the backbone acts as a mechanical support for the pendant
groups without significantly contributing to the photoconductivity of the material. The
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r+ (hole)
"(electron)
+ (hole)
"(electron)

Figure 2-2
Energy level diagram for charge-transfer assisted photoconductivity,
(a) Absorption into Ae lowest lying excited energy band, followed by relaxation to
the fint singlet exciton state, leading to a charge-transfer state wUch can result
in free carriers.
Absorption into a photosensitizer energy band with immediate formation of a
charge-transfer state which can result in free carriers.
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molecular exciton states ace degenerate fi)r all die equivalent neighboring molecules
provided there is sufficient separation of the pendant molecules by the polymer backbone.
The weak interaction between pendant groups leads to narrow bandwidths for the
conduction states of electrons and holes separated by a bandgap Eg. Non-conducting
exciton states can exist within the energy gap somewhat analogous to Frenkel excitons in
inorganic semiconductcnrs. Polymers without pendant groups have strong intrachain
bonding \^ch results in wide energy bands. They also exhibit localized excitons within
the bandg^ Miiich explains why the optical absorption spectrum shows a lower energy
threshold than the photoconduction spectrum. Polymers of tfiis type which also have
alternate conjugation, such as polyacetylene, have delocalized n electrons to form an
energy band. The absorption edge of polyacetylene is sharp and follows the (E-Eg)'"^
dependence observed in direct g^ inmganic semic(mductors. The absorptim spectrum for
polyacetylene has a singularity at tfie band edge that corresponds to a (me-dimensional joint
density of states. This is reasonable for the quasi-one-dimensional structure of polymers,
assuming weak interchain interactions. Polyacetylene has an abscxption maximum % 3x10^
cm*' which is comparable to that for direct gap inorganic semiconductors. Doping these
polymers can extend the ^)ectral responsivity into the near infrared (IR). However, heavily
doping by adding more than a few weight percent of photosensitizer can result in large dark
conductivity. This would be counterproductive for the photorefractive polymers, since it is
the low conductivity in the dark regions diat "traps" the holes that are photogenerated and
then photoconducted out of the light regions. The mechanisms involved in photorefractivity
will be discussed in detail in a following section. The spectral responsivity can be tailored

by choosing an appropriate photosensitizer with which to dope the polymer. For example,
poly(iV-vinylcarbazole) (PVK) has an absorption edge in the ultraviolet (UV) at
wavelengths shorter than 300 nm. Doping PVK with 1 % or 2 % of 2,4,7-trinitro-9fluorenone (TNF) extends die spectral responsivity across die visible ^lectrum. Doping
PVK with 1 % or 2% of 2,4,7-trinitro-9-flu(xenylidene malononitrile (TNFDM) further
extends the ^jectral response into the near IR. The chemical structures of TNF and
TNFDM are shown in Figure 2-3, along widi their absorption ^)ectra. In the case of PVK
doped with TNF, a charge-transfer complec forms between a TNF molecule and one of the
pendant carbazole moieties that h£q)pens to be adjacent to it With the charge-transfer
complex, die TNF molecule becomes acceptor-like >»^e the carbazole unit becomes
donor-like. When a photon is absorbed by the complex it excites an electron to leave the
carbazole moiety and enter the TNF molecule. This results in a hole localized on the
carbazole unit, and an electron localized (m the TNF molecule.
Charge Carrier Transport, Drift Mobilities, and Trapping.
Once charge carriers are i^otogenerated, they must be able to move through the
surrounding medium in response to an ^plied field, in order to contribute to the
photoconductivity. In amorphous materials, like the photoconducting polymers, charge
transport takes place by a mechanism called "hopping" (Gill 1974; Okamoto, Kusabayashi
et al. 1974; M<xt 1980). We refer again to die example of PVK doped with TNF to
illustrate this process. Once a hole has been localized on the carbazole moie^ it can hop to
an adjacent carbazole moiety. The pendant carbazole moieties of the polyvinyl backbone
are donor-like, and they can give up an electron to accept a hole. This process involves an
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Figure 2-3
Chemical structures for the photosensitizers TNF, and TNFDM,
along with their absorption spectra >^en complexed with PVK.
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activatioti energy, hence the photoconductivity is temperature dependent It is also strongly
field dependent, with the activation energy decreasing as the applied electric field is
increased. For the TNF doped PVK, the drift mobility for holes or electrons has the
following field and temperature dependence (Gill 1972);
// = ^oexp

Equation 2-2

where \ITes= VT - VTq, with T the film temperature, and To an empirically derived
temperature w4iere the data extr^late to a common intersection. Also, /ib is a function of
the film composition only,

is a constant coefficient, F is the applied field, and kB is

Boltzmann's constant The work cited above also found that the drift mobility for holes
decreases, while the drift mobility for electrons increases, as the ratio of TNF to carbazole
molecules increases. The range of drift mobility is roughly the same for both, covering
three orders of magnitude from 10*^ to 10'^ cmWs ^en the applied field is varied from 0
to 5x10^ V/cm at room temperature. This implies that die electron transport occurs by
hopping between TNF molecules, while die hole tran^KNt occurs by hopping between
uncomplexed carbazole moieties. Since the photmefractive effect depends upon unipolar
charge transport, it is important diat the TNF doping concentration remain small, typically
1 % to 2 % by weight Tn^ing is a process whereby free charge carriers become
localized. This removes them from the photocurrent Trapping is important for the
photorefractive effect since it allows for the buildi^ of a space charge distribution. There
are several mechanisms in amorphous materials that result in trapping. The material may be
doped with acceptors or donors that act as traps for the charge carriers. Impurities in the
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material can have the same effect Even dislocations in die polymer backbone can act as
traps for die polymers widi saturated w unsaturated backbones that do not have pendant
groups, such as polyethylene and polyaceQ^lene. If the activation energy required to free the
charge from the tr^ is on the (vder of the thermal energy, the trap is called shallow. Deep
traps have energy levels sufBciently removed from the conduction or valence bands diat the
charge caimot be freed by thermal excitation alcme. In PVK the fact that the conductivi^
drops by several orders of magnitude in the dark means that holes which drift from a light
region into a daric region are effectively tr^iped there. The contribution that trapping makes
to die photorefractive effect in polymer composites will be treated fully in a following
section. Here we just point out that increasing the density^ of tr^s will have the effect of
increasing die space-charge field ^^ch yields a higher diffraction efBciency, while
increasing the writing and erasing times of the refractive index gratings. This was
demonstrated by an experiment on optical tnq> activaticm in the photorefractive polymer
PMMA:DTNBI:C6O (Silence, Bjorklund et al. 1994). While photticonductivity^ and tr^ping

are necessary for the buildup of die space-charge field in the photwefractive polymers, the
material must show a change in its refractive index in response to that field. For high Tg
materials it is predominantly die electrooptic effect (Pockels effect) that contributes to the
refractive index change. FOT low Tg polymer composites it is a combination of the linear
birefringence as well as die nonlinear optical properties of the chromophores that contribute
to the refractive index change. We examine the ntmlinear optical properties of these
materials in the next section.
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Nonlinear Optical Chromophores
While it is possible to make a guest/host polymer composite witti the polymer
having the NLO properties and the dopant having the photoconducting properties
(Ducharme, Scott et al. 1991) these materials have not shown much promise as
photorefractive polymer composites. The high performance materials use a
photoconducting polymer, typically PVK, doped widi NLO chromophores, typically azo
dye derivatives. In the following section we introduce the theory of nonlinear optics with
an emphasis on die NLO chromof^wes used in our low Tg photorefractive polymer
composites.
Nonlinear Optical Theory
Nonlinear optics refers to that subset of optics which involves large electromagnetic
fields, usually associated with intense coherent sources such as lasers. While it is beyond
the scope of this section to fully derive die theoretical basis of nonlinear optics, we will
introduce die basic concepts. A simplified view of the interaction of light with matter
involves the response of electrcms to the electric field of the incident light The electrons
may be localized to an atomic nucleus, ac they may be delocalized over a molecule as in
the extended n-conjugated electrtms of NLO molecules. In the presence of an electric field
the electrons will tend to move in the opposite direction to the electric field vector due to
the force exerted on a charged particle by an electric field, F =qE. The positively charged
nucleus will tend to move in die direction of the electric field. At the very high fi«quencies
of optical electromagnetic fields, »10'^ Hz, the inertia of the nucleus prevents it from
moving appreciably in response to the changing electric field. However, the electrons can

move in response to die changing electric field since their mass is diree or four orders of
magnitude smaller than diat of the nucleus. The electron cloud surrounding the nucleus will
be displaced until die restoring force of the Coulomb interaction between the negatively
charged electrons and the positively charged nucleus becomes equal in magnitude to the
force exerted m the electrons by die <^cal electric field. At diis equilibrium die center of
negative charge fw the electron cloud is displaced some distance from the center of
positive charge in the nucleus. The separation of charge centers gives rise to a dipole
moment ^ = qr, where r is the separation between the equal and opposite charges q. This
induced dipole moment will oscillate with die optical electric field. The situation is
analogous to the simple harmonic oscillator. For small electric field amplitudes the dipole
moment follows the sinusoidal behavior of the electric field at the frequency of the field.
This is referred to as linear behavior, since the amplitude of the dipole moment oscillation
is linearly proportional to the amplitude of the electric field. For electric field amplitudes
large enough to exert a force approaching or greater dian the restoring fmce, the behavior
of the dipole moment becomes nonlinear. The amplitude of the dipole moment oscillation
is no longer linearly proportional to the amplitude of die optical electric field, and the
frequency of the oscillating dipole moment may exhibit harmonics to die fundamental
frequency of die electric field, hi addition to an induced dipole moment a molecule may
have a permanent dipole moment independendy of any externally applied electric field.
This can result from the geometrical arrangement of die constituent atoms. If some of the
atoms are more electronegative they can pull charge density away from their neighbors. If
the resulting charge density distribution over the molecule is asymmetric there will be a
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permanent dipole moment The optical response of matter to an incident light field is called
the polarization. The molecular polarization can be expressed as a power series in the
incident electric field (Burland, Miller et al. 1994);
pM = A

)£t(®2)+

Equation 2-3

where ^ is the permanent dipole moment, aajCoj) is the linear molecular polarizabili^, and
and

are the first

and second hyperpolarizabilities,

respectively. Repeated subscripts witiiin a term of the equation mdicate summation over the
molecular coordinates (Einstein summation convention). The negative frequencies denote
energy conservation, i.e. to = tm + a/z. Since the electric fields and the electric polarization
are polar vectors in die dipole approximation, symmetry requires that all even-order
nonlinear optical susceptibilities vanish if the molecule has a center of inversion (Singer,
Kuzyk et al. 1987). While this does not ^>ply to the NLO molecules used in die
photorefractive polymer composites, it becomes important on the macroscopic level. In the
bulk material the chromophores may be randomly oriented, resulting in an isotropic
material with inversion symmetry, hence no second-<»der NLO properties. The
macroscopic polarization is given by:
=

Equation2-4
(~ ®»®!•®2 •®3

where
and

0®I )^ii:(®2

0^3 )"•"•* •

is die permanent polarization (if any),

is the linear susceptibility, and

are the second-, and diird-order nonlinear susceptibilities. Materials with a

permanent polarization are called electrets and usually have the form of sheets, with

polarization normal to die sur&ce (Lotrain, Corson et al. 1988). Electrets are a rather rare
and special case of dielectric materials, so we will not discuss them any further. The
relationship between the macroscopic and the microscopic optical properties is in general
complicated by the interactions between the microscopic units that make up the bulk
material. However, in organic molecular systems the intramolecular interactions are much
stronger than die intermolecular interactions. That is to say die covalent bonding between
the constituent atoms of the molecule has significandy higher potential energy than the
weak van der Waals forces between adjacent molecules. In this case the macroscopic
optical properties can be derived from the molecular optical properties using the oriented
gas model (Zyss and Chemla 1987; Burland, Miller et al. 1994; Kippelen, Meerholz et al.
1997). The oriented gas model assumes the NLO chromophores are non-interacting, such
that the macroscopic optical properties result from the vectOT summation of the molecular
optical properties of the chromophores. However, before simply adding iq) the
contributions from each molecule, we need to take into account the difference between the
externally applied electric field that acts on die bulk material, and die local electric field
that acts on the molecules. Considering that the NLO chromophore is surrounded by other
molecules that make iqi die dielectric material, the electric field acting on the NLO
chromophore will be altered by die surrounding medium. We assume that the NLO
chromophore is located within a cavity surrounded by a uniformly polarized medium. The
internal local field, F, is given in terms of the externally applied field, E, by:
(o) = /;(ty)F|(to)

Equation 2-5
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where^^o)) is called die local field factor. The local field fector will depend upon the shape
of the cavity, and the dielectric constant of the surrounding medium. For a spherical cavity,
and for electric fields at optical frequencies, the local field factor is given by the LotentzLorenz local field correction:
Equation 2-6
where the infinity subscript denotes optical frequencies, and &o = /t^ is the optical fisquency
dielectric constant, with n the refi:active index, hi the case of IX^ and low-frequency
electric fields, assuming a spherical cavity, the orientation of permanent dipoles in the
surrounding medium must be taken into account In this case the local field factor is given
by the Onsager local field correcticm (Onsager 1936):
J°

2s+e„

Equation 2-7

where e is the low-frequency dielectric cmistant Now that the local corrections to the
applied electric field have been taken into account, we consider how the individual
contributions can be added together. This brings us back to the point about the noncentrosymmetric NLO molecules giving rise to a centrosymmetric bulk material if the
molecules are randomly oriented. In order to have a macroscopic electrooptic effect the
NLO chromophores must have some degree of order. This is usually accomplished by
poling the material at a temperature above the glass transition temperature, 7'g. under the
influence of an externally applied electric field. We will discuss the effect that high or low
Tg has on photorefiactive polymers in more detail in the following section. Now we look at
the effect that poling the NLO chromophores has on the bulk NLO properties. From the
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molecular first hyperpolarizability the bulk second-order susceptibility is given by (Chemla
andZyss 1987):
=
\^ere

Equation 2-8
^ summation averaged over all (mentations of the NLO

chromophore in the polymer. For the (xiented gas model, the average orientation of the
NLO chromophtves is given by the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution function (Kippelen,
Meeiholz et al. 1997):

/(n)dn = exp

-ujo) smi0)d0
ksT

Equation 2-9

\^ere hgT is the thermal energy, U(6f is the interaction energy between the molecular
dipole moment and the applied electric field ^ling field), and d is the angle between the
dipole moment and the poling field. A schematic of tfie effect of poling on the orientation
of the rod-like NLO chromophores is shown in Figure 2-4. The interaction energy has a
contribution fivm the permanent dipole moment of the molecule, fi, and a contribution
from the induced dipole moment, p. It can be written as:
U{9) = —Ji*Ep—^p*Ep « —xkgTcos(d) with x =

Equation2-10

where Ep is the amplitude of the poling field, and die direction of the poling field is along
the laboratory Z axis as shown in Figure 2-4. // is die dressed dipole moment That means
the effect of the local environment is taken into account by using a local field factor such
that n =>0/4), ^Aiiere yo is the isolated (undressed) permanent molecular dipole moment
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Figure 2-4
Schematic of average orientation under a poling field along the
laboratory Z axis. The angle 0 lies between the molecular z axis and the poling field.
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NLO cbromophores typically have large permanent dipole moments, so the contribution
from the induced dipole moment can be neglected.
The rod-like NLO chromophores are defined to have their dipole moment along the
z molecular axis. Then ttie x and y axes are arbitrary, and the molecule has symmetry
denoted by aomm

Cov This is characterized by a symmetry axis that allows any degree of

rotation about die axis, Co, and any of an infinite number of planes containing the
symmetry axis is a plane of symmetry (Cotton 1971). If all of the optical frequencies
involved are far from molecular resonances (abscvption peaks) dien a fiirther degree of
symmetry, Kleinman symmetry, af^Iies. Given tfiis symmetry for the poled NLO
chromophores, and assuming the oriented gas model, the derivation of die macroscopic
susceptibilities from the molecular optical [nroperties is given in a number of places in the
literature (Williams 1985; Prasad and Williams 1991; Boyd 1992; Zyss 1994; Bosshard,
Sutter et al. 199S). The change in die linear susceptibili^ along the poling axis between the
poled and unpoled bulk material has the form (Kippelen, Meerholz et al. 1997):
=
where N is the number density per cm^ of the NLO chromophores,

Equation 2-11
is a local field

correction factor, and the averaged cos^(6) is an orientational (Mrder parameter. Similarly,
the second-order susceptibility along the poling axis is given by:
Equation 2-12
where

is a local field correction factor. The general orientational order parameter

(cos"(^)) is given by (Kippelen, Meerholz et al. 1997):
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Jcos"(e)/(n)dn

= L„{x)

Equation 2-13

Jexp(xcos(i9))sin(i9yd
0

where x is the dimensionless parameter defined in Equation 2-10, and L^x) are the
Langevin functions.
One last point regarding the nonlinear optical molecular coefficients should be
made before moving on to the next section. There is some confusion over the magnitude of
the nonlinear coefficients derived fix)m experiment This comes about not only from die
optical dispersion (the optical frequency dependence) of the nonlinear coefficients, but also
from the fact that a given coefficient may have different values at the same wavelength for
different optical processes. For example, the first-hyperpolarizability, A is involved in the
following optical [HXKesses: up-conversion {oj = qji+gjzX down-conversion (o = en-fflzX
optical rectification (ro = 0; ©i = -6%), frequency doubling {a = lex, (0\ = taaX and the DCPockels efiTect (0 = ea; en = 0, caz = o). Ejqperimentally derived values of ^ fw upconversion and down-conversion will have the same magnitude, but the value of P derived
for frequency doubling will be one-half that found fw the first two processes, and the value
of p derived for the DC Pockels effect will be four times diat found for frequency doubling
(Burland, Miller et al. 1994). The reported values may differ due to different conventions
used in the series expansion of the polarization, the definition of the applied versus local
field, etc. Hence, A^en referring ncmlinear optical coefficients derived from experimental
measurements, mention should be made of the optical process involved, the wavelengths
used, and the convention used for the series expansion. If one is referring to the
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dispersionless, or zero-frequency, value of the NLO coefiScient (i.e. fio) it should be clearly
stated as such. Now that we have a modest vocabulary of nonlinear optical phenomena, we
examine the relationship between the physical and chemical structure of the chromophores
and their NLO properties.
Physical Properties of Nonlinear Optical Chromophores
Organic molecules widi extended }r-conjugated electron orbitals are good
candidates for NLO chromophores, because the delocalized electron density makes these
molecules highly polarizable. A push-pull molecule has a donor-like region, and an
acceptor-like region, separated by an area of extended n-electron orbitals (Kippelen,
Meeriiolz et al. 1997). For example, the NLO chromophore 2,5-dimethyl-4-(pmtrophenyIazo)anisole (DMNPAA) ^own in Figure 2-5 has a methoxy (CH3O) donor
group attached to (xie end of the azo structure widi a nitro (NO2) acceptor group attached to
the other end. The azo structure provides the ccmjugated 7c-electron system with its two
phenyl rings. A schematic of a generic push-pull molecule is also shown in Figure 2-S.
There are tiiree major trends observed in NLO molecules relating their physical and
chemical structure to their optical nonlinearity. The first trend involves the donor and
acceptor substituted push-pull molecules. The second trend involves the length of the
conjugated part of die molecule, such as the number of phenyl rings in a polyphenyl. The
third trend involves the planarity of die NLO molecule. The remainder of this section will
examine these trends in some detail, followed by an example NLO chromophore used in
the photorefractive polymer composites.
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Push-Pull

DMNPAA
OCH3

CHB
CHS

N

NO2

Donor group, 5+, acceptor group, 5-.

2,5-<liineti^-4-(p-mtropheiiyla2o)aiiisole

Figure 2-S
Schematic of generic push-pull molecule. Also shown is the
chemical structure of the push-pull NLO chromophore DMNPAA.
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Oudar has shown that a strong charge-transfer interaction between donor and
acceptor substituents gives rise to a large enhancement of the first-order
hyperpolarizability, ^ (Oudar 1977). Bosshard, .et al., have organized a list of donor and
acceptor substituents based upon the strength of the increase in ^ for a group of paradisubstituted benzenes (Dulcic and Sauteret 1978; Bosshard, Sutter et al. 1995). The donors
are ranked as N(CH3)2 > NH2 > OCH3 > OH, and tfie acceptors are ranked as NO > NO2 >
CHO > CN. Another contributing &ctor to increased nonlinear optical response is the
conjugation length of the organic molecules. Experimental investigation of the first-order
hyperpolarizabilities of a sequence of dimediylaminocyanopolyphenyl oligomers using the
electric field induced second harmcmic generation (EFISH) technique shows an increase in
P with increasing number of phenyl rings (Ledoux, Zyss et al. 1991), \A^ch is in agreement
with theoretical predictions. However, the macroscopic second-order susceptibility,

is

a product of the molecular p and the number density, iV, of the chromophore (see
Equation 2-12). As the lengdi of die polypheny! increases with number of phenyl rings, the
number density decreases. This would lead one to suspect there will be an optimum
number of phenyl rings to maximize

in these materials. N is inversely proportional to

the molecular length, /, so the ratio pll gives an indication of the macroscopic second-order
NLO behavior of die bulk material. Ledoux, et al., found a maximum in the ratio fill versus
number of phenyl rings, n, for n = 3. Theory predicts an increase in fill with a gradual
leveling off after n = 5. The experimenters suggest that the discrepancy between their data
and theory is due to the nonplanarity of the polyphenyls, since theoretical models assume
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planar molecules. For nonplanar polyphenyls, die angle between the benzene rings acts as a
partial barrier to the donor-acceptcx^ charge-transfer process (Ledoux, Zyss et al. 1991). The
nonplanarity has another interesting effect regarding the maximum absorption peak, Amm,
in the linear absorption spectrum. WhUe the smaller molecular weight organic NLO
molecules typically have Xam m die ultraviolet optical spectrum, the larger molecules,
particularly those witfi multiple benzene rings arranged linearly, tend to have Amax shifted
towards the red side of the optical spectrum. This can be a problem for practical devices
that operate in the visible spectrum, such as organic second-harmonic generators to
frequency double the output of near infrared diode lasers into the blue part of the spectrum.
If the organic Anax is shifted into the blue from the ultraviolet, the optical absOTption at the
operating wavelengths can destroy tiie device. In the case of die polyphenyls, the
nonplanarity results in Aaax remaining in the ultraviolet p(Hti(»i of die optical spectrum.
Furdier experimental work on /Niro-nitroaniline derivatives demonstrates the ability to
control p by changing donor-acceptw groups, conjugation length, and planarity (Leslie,
Demartino et al. 1987).
The azo-dye derivatives that we have used as NLO chromophores in the photorefractive
polymer composites are planar push-pull molecules >A^ere the donor and acceptor groups
are separated by two benzene rings. As an example, the chemical structure of the NLO
chromophore

4-(4'-nitrophenylazo-)-l,3-di((3"-

or

4"-vinyl)benzyloxy)benzene,

abbreviated as NPADVBB, is shown in Figure 2-6 along with a linear absorption spectrum
of a thin film of NPADVBB dispersed in the polymer poly(A/-vinylcarbazole). The 3"- or
4"- in the nomenclature refers to the fact that the vinyl groups can be attached either to the
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Figure 2-6
Linear absorption spectrum of a thin fihn of NPADVBB in PVK.
Inset, chemical structure of NPADVBB.
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3 position or die 4 position of the benzene ring in the vinylbefu^loxybenzene group. This is
sho>wn schematically in the chemical structure by placing the bond between die 3 and the 4
positions. The fact that the same chemical formula may have different structures is called
isomerization. We will discuss die effect that the four isomers of NPADVBB has on its
performance as a constituent of a photorefiactive polymer m a later section. For now, we
simply point out diat it has no effect on the nonlinear optical properties. Comparing die
structure of NPADVBB to that of DMNPAA (shown in Figure 2-5) we can see the strategy
used in die molecular design of die NPADVBB chromophore. The two
vinylbenzyloxybenzene groups attached to the 1 and 3 positions of the upper benzene ring
of the nitrophenylazo structure act as two donor groups which may increase the chargetransfer interaction. However, die measured four-wave mixing diffraction efSciency versus
applied electric field for the
NPADVBB photorefractive polymer is nearly identical to that of the DMNPAA
photorefractive polymer. The reason for the lack of increase in the nonlinear optical
performance, even thou^ NPADVBB has a greater dipole moment, is the loss in the
macroscopic susceptibility due to die larger volume (hence smaller number density) of the
NPADVBB molecule.
Having discussed the separate properties of photoconductivity, charge transport,
trapping, and optical nonlinearity, it is time to put all these properties together to yield
photorefractivity. In the next section we discuss die i^otorefractive effect with respect to
the photorefractive polymer composites.
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Photorefractive Polymers
Photoreftactivi^ involves a change in the refractive index of a material that is due
to the photogeneration of charge carriers, the separation of those carriers by diffusion or
drift and trapping, the resulting ^tially modulated electric field, and tfie linear and
nonlinear q)tical prc^)erties of the bulk material that respond to the induced electric field.
Photorefractivity requites a light intensity^ grating also kno^vn as li^t and dark fringes in
the terminology of optical interferometry. A fringe pattern appears when two coherent
beams of light overly. Coherent optical beams have the same fi:equency such ttiat when a
peak in the electric field of one beam coincides with a peak in the electric field of the
second beam the two electric field amplitudes add together to fnm an intensity maximum
(a bright fringe). When a peak in the electric field of one beam coincides with a valley in
the electric field of the second beam the two electric field amplitudes subtract to form an
intensity^ minimum (a dark fiinge). In photorefractive crystals, a single beam can produce
interference fringes from reflections off the surfaces of die crystal that yield secondary
beams that interfere with the primary beam, and with each other. In the [^otorefiactive
polymers, \^ch are typically falnicated as thick films, we use two c(Aerent beams that
overlap at a spot in tfie film. The two beams are usually produced by sending the output of
a coherent source, such as a laser, ttnroi^ a beam splitter, and then recombining the beams
at the photorefractive material. Hencefortii we will describe the process of photorefiractivity
in terms of the phot(vefractive polymers. In the bright fringes of the light intensity grating,
charge carriers are generated by the absorption of photons in the photosensitized
photoconducting moieties. For the PVK-TNF charge-transfer complex an electron is
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donated by the carbazole group and is accepted by the TNF group. The resulting hole on
the carbazole groiq) is then firee to hop to an adjacent carbazole moiety. As mentioned in an
earlier section, both the photogeneration of charge carriers and the charge transport is
significantly enhanced by an externally applied field. Under the influence of the applied
field the holes will drift by a process of hopping until

enter the region of a dark fiinge

M^ere the drop in the conductivity essentially traps the holes. The conductivity of the
electrons depends upon the concentration of TNF in die PVK-TNF mixture. Since the
concentration of TNF in our materials is roughly 1 %, the photogenerated electrons are
essentially trapped in the region of the bri^t fringe. This results in the build-iq) of a spacecharge distributioa that follows the light intensity grating, with net negative charge density
in die li^t fiinges and net positive charge density in the daiic fringes. The modulated
space-charge distribution results in a modulated electric field, where die electric field
modulation is phase-shifted with reflect to the space-charge distribution. This is shown by
the Poisson equation that relates the electric field gradient to the charge density:
V £ =- ^
eso

Equation 2-14

where p is the charge density, E is the electric field, £ is the relative permittivity (or
dielectric constant) of the medium, and eo is die permittivity c(»istant. The modulation of
the refractive index follows the modulation of the induced electric field, hence die resulting
refractive index grating is shifted with respect to the original U^t intensity grating. This is
shown schematically in Figure 2-7.

Phase Shift

SC

Figure 2-7
Schematic of the photorefractive effect showing the light intensity
grating, I, the space-charge distribution, qsc, the induced electric field (space-charge
field). Esc, and the refractive index modulation. An, with the phase shift between
refractive index grating and light intensity grating highlighted.
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The way in which the dififerent functionalities required for photorefractivity are
combined in the polymers divides these materials into two majw classifications. One class
of photorefi-active polymer is the fully fimctionalized type, where all of die functional
moieties are attached to die polymer backixme. The other class of photorefi'active polymer
is the guest/host Qpe, >^ere the different functional moieties are simply mixed together.
Both of these types of photorefractive polymers will be discussed in the following sections.
Fully Functionalized Polymers
The chemical synthesis involved in attaching all of the functional moieties to a
polymer backbone is difficult and time consuming. The motivation behind this af^roach is
twofold. Firstly, by attaching die NLO chromophores to a photoconducting backbone (or
attaching photoconducting molecules to an NLO backbone) the problem of crystallization
and phase separation e}q)erienced at high doping concentrations can be eliminated. For
example, if a high concentration of NLO chromophores is doped into a photoconducting
polymer, the chromophores can begin to f(Min aggregates as they collide over time due to
thermal random motion in the polymer mixture. The microcrystallites will grow over time
resulting in a separation of the crystalline phase of the chromophores from die glassy phase
of the polymer. This produces an optically opaque material which is useless for optical
measurements or ftn* devices. Since die hi^est possible concentration of the NLO
chromophores is to be desired for the strongest NLO performance (provided the NLO
chromophores remain noninteracting to satisfy die oriented gas model) the fully fimctional
approach should offer an advantage over the guest/host approach. Seccmdly, it is possible to
arrange the attachment of the chromophores to die backbone (or to design the NLO
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backbone itself) such that the NLO units are mutually oriented, which should enhance the
macroscopic NLO properties under a poling field. An example of a fully functionalized
photorefi-active polymer is a carbazole-tricyanocarbazole polymer (Kippelen, Tamura et al.
1993; Kippelen, Tamura et al. 1993). A high fg methacrylate form, and a low fg acrylate
form of these polymers are shown in Figure 2-8 (a) and (b) respectively. The high fg form
may be useful for a{^lications that require long term poling stability. However it also
requires very hi^ poling fields which can present difSculties for the thick film samples
used to measure the four-wave mixing dif&action efiBciency. The low Fg form was used,
with benzylbutytphthalate added as a plasticizer, for the diffraction efficiency
measurements. So far, the fully functionalized photorefiractive polymers have not shown
very impressive NLO perfonnance. The acrylate form of PVK-TCVK was limited to a
diffraction efiBciency of 3.5 x 10*^ at an ^lied field of 47 V/^m. Since the guest/host
photorefractive polymers have shown near unity diffraction efficiency at comparable
applied electric fields, research efforts have focused on that type of photorefractive
polymer.
Guest/Host Pofymers
Guest/host photorefractive polymers are a mixture of a photoconducting polymer
host doped with NLO chromophores, a photosensitizer, and possibly a plasticizer, or they
can use a NLO polymer host doped with photoconducting molecules, etc. The first
observation of the photorefractive effect in a polymer was on a guest/host material using
the NLO polymer bisphenoM-diglycidylether 4-nitn>>l,2-phenylenediamine doped with
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Figure 2-8
Chemical structure of the PVK-TCVK photorefractive polymer, (a)
The high Tg methacrylate form, (b) The low Tg acrylate form.

the photoconductor diethylamino-benzaldehyde diphenylhydrazoiie(Duchanne, Scott et al.
1991). This material showed a diffiaction efiBciency of 2 x 10'^ at an applied field of
12 V/^m. For purposes of discussion, we examine a high performance guest/host
photorefractive polymer based on the photoconducting matrix PVK:ECZ:TNF doped with
the photorefractive chromoi^iore NPADVBB. We define high performance to mean the
materials exhibit near unity diffraction efiBciency at reasonable applied fields
(E < 90 V/)mi). PVK and TNF should be familiar finm the earlier section on charge
generation, quantum efiBciency, and the charge-transfer complex. NPADVBB was
discussed in an earlier section cm die physical properties of NLO chromophores. ECZ
stands for iV-ethylcarbazole >^ch is used as a plasticizer to lower the Fg of the material,
and also contributes to the photoconductivity. The composition of the samples was
NPADVBB:PVK:ECZ:TNF (40:39:19:2 %wt). 105 tfiick films

of this material show

near unity four-wave mixing diffraction efficiency at an ^plied field of 60 V/fim. The
molecular structure of NPADVBB, along with its linear absorption spectrum, is shown in
Figure 2-6. The (3"- or 4"-vinyl)benzylo}Qrbenzene indicates that the chromophore can
exist in four different isomers. Thus, the photorefractive polymer composite contains
isomeric mixtures of NPADVBB. While the mixture of the four isomers does not change
the NLO properties of the chromophore, it does help to prevent the chromophore from
crystallizing at room temperature. This is an important point fw the low

photorefractive

polymer composites. As discussed in the [M%vious section, high doping concentrations of
the NLO chromophores can lead to aggregation and crystallization of the chromophores.
Aggregation tends to reduce the macroscopic susceptibility of the material, while
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crystallizadon renders die material opaque. Another high performance guest/host
photorefractive polymer consisting of DMNPAA:PVK£CZ:TNF (40:39:19:2 %wt) has a
shelf-life of (xily around one month, that is to say that it becomes optically opaque after
about a month. This is a serious problem for any practical device applications that the
material may have. By comparison, accelerated aging tests done on the NPADVBB
polymer composite indicate a shelf-life on the order of years. This has a significant
advantage in terms of practical device applications.
When the very hi^ diffraction efficiencies of 30 % and greater were first reported
for tfie low Tg guest/host photorefractive polymers (Meerholz, Sandalphon et al. 1994),
there were some objections that the known microscopic NLO properties of the
chromophores were not large enough to account for the high diffraction efBciencies. A
quick order of magnitude calculation based upon the known values of p fw diese
chromophores requires a space-charge field Ex » 10^ V/^ to produce Ae refractive index
modulation necessary fw tfie hi^ diffraction efBciencies. Since the ^lied electric fields
are around 50 V/^m, it is hard to imagine a physically plausible explanation to account for
an induced ^ace-charge field diat is larger than the externally applied field. It turns out that
the enhanced diffraction efficiency is due to a cmtribution from the linear optical
properties of the rod-sh£q)ed NLO chromophores. Fm* the low Tg photorefractive polymers
at room temperature, the NLO chromofdiores are able to reorient themselves to follow the
local electric field vectw. How diis enhances the diffraction efficiency is discussed in the
next section.
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Low Glass Transition Temperature and the Orientational Enhancement Effect
In the low Tg photorefractive polymers we apply an external electric field to
enhance the quantum efficiency of charge generation, to increase the photoconductivity,
and to pole the NLO chromophwes to provide a macroscopic electnx^tic effect Since the
chromophores can reorient themselves at room temperature, they will tend to wient their
dipole moment antiparallel to the direction of the local electric field. The local field in the
environment of die NLO chromophore will be die vector sum of the externally applied
poling field, and the spatially modulated space-charge field. Hence the local electric field
will be spatially modulated resulting in a periodic poling of the chromophores. This is
illustrated in Figure 2-9. The rod-shaped NLO chromophores have significant
birefiingence. This means the refractive index, related to the linear polarizability, is
different in the direction of die long axis of die molecule compared to a direction
perpendicular to that axis. The poling induced orientation of the chromophOTes results in a
poling birefringence in die material. In the case of the hi^ Fg materials the poling
birefringence is frozen into die material at room tenqperature, and it is uniform across the
sample. However, due to the periodic poling of the chromophores in the low Tg materials,
the poling birefiingence, and hence the refractive index, is spatially modulated by the local
electric field. The refiactive index grating due to the linear optical birefringence adds to die
refractive index grating finm the nonlinear optical electrooptic efifect The electrooptic
efifect itself is enhanced by die periodic poling. For a sinusoidally varying second-order
susceptibility,

the dififraction efficiency is enhanced by a factcM- of four (Moemer,

Silence et al. 1994). To determine how significant the linear contribution to the refiactive
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z

Figure 2-9
(a) Schematic of Etob the local field vector sum of the space-charge
field, £sc> and the external poling field £««. (b) Diagram of the periodic poling of the
NLO chromophores in the local electric field.
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index modulation is to diat of the nonlinear contribution, it is possible to look at the
refractive index modulation An derived from the four-wave mixing experiments (see
Chapter 3) for probe beams polarized in the plane of incidence, ^p, or for [nx)be beams
polarized perpendicular to the plane of incidence, An,. For the electrooptic efifect the ratio
for polarizations parallel and perpendicular to tfie poling field is always positive,
> 0. For the poling birefringence the ratio is always negative,
< 0. Assuming that the total refractive index modulation is the simi of the
electrooptic and birefringent contributions, and since the ratio in the low Fg materials is
negative, (for the DMNPAA polymer Awp / Ans = -3.7) it ^ows that the contribution from
the linear birefringence is significant (Meerholz, Volodin et al. 1994). We estimate that the
linear birefringence may contribute iq) to 70 % of the refractive index modulation in these
materials. Because of the large contribution to the refractive index modulation from &e
linear birefringence, we use a new figure of merit (FOM) to describe the optical response of
the NLO chromq)hores in low Tg photorefractive polymers. The new figure of merit is
given by (Kippelen, Meyers et al. 1997):
FOM -

2

+ Pn

Equation 2-15

Since we have already aUuded to four-wave mixing experiments while discussing
the optical properties of the photorefractive polymers, it is time to review the various
techniques used to characterize diese materials. In the next chapter we will review the fourwave mixing, two-beam coupling, and ellipsometric techniques commonly used to measure
the optical properties of the photorefractive polymers. Chapter 3 also presents a detailed
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analysis of the frequency-dependent ellipsometric technique, which is used to obtain the
data for the wavelength dispersion of tfie linear and second-order nonlinear optical
properties of the NPADVBB NLO chromophcve m Gi^ter 4.
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Chapter 3

Characterization Techniques
There exist a number of techniques to measure the photorefractive performance of
the materials discussed in Chapter 2. Four-wave mixing (4WM) is the most commonly
used method to measure the diffraction efBciency of the refractive index gratings generated
in a photorefractive material. Since a number of physical processes can produce refractive
index gratings in a material by means of li^t intensity gratings, such as
photoisomerization, photobleaching, and diermal gradients, it is necessary to verify that tiie
difGraction efficiency observed by means of the 4WM technique is in fact due to the
photorefractive effect To tfiis end we use the two-beam coi^ling (2BC) method which
demonstrates asymmetric energy transfer between two coherent interfering beams of light,
provided that the refractive indec grating is phase shifted with re^)ect to the light intensity
grating. Since a phase diift between the refractive index grating and the light intensity
grating is a signature of the photorefi-active effect, the 2BC method can verify the existence
of photorefractivity in the material. Although the refractive index modulation can be
calculated from the 4WM diffraction efficiency using Kogelnik's coupled wave equations
(Kogehiik 1969), typically an ellipsometric technique is used to measure the refractive
index modulation as a function of an ^plied electric field. The refractive index modulation
can be used to calculate the electrooptic tensor element r33 provided that the photorefractive
polymer has a high Tg so that the orientation of the NLO chromophores is fixed with
respect to the applied field. For these materials there are two conunonly used techniques, a
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simple reflection method (Schildkraut 1990; Teng and Nfon 1990) or a Mach-Zehnder
method (Singer, Kuzyk et al. 1988; Levy, Chollet et al. 1993). For low Fg materials, as in
our high performance photorefractive polymer composites, we use a frequency-dependent
ellipsometric technique that takes the poling of the NLO chiomophores at room
temperature into account This method, developed by the audior and coworkers at die
University of Arizona (Kippelen, Sandalphon et al. 1996; Sandalphon, Kippelen et al.
1996), obtains the first-, second-, and third-order contributions to the refractive index
modulation due to the poling birefringence, the Pockels efifect, and the Kerr effect
respectively. The rest of this chapter gives a detailed description of the techniques
mentioned above.
Four-Wave Mixing
The 4WM technique (Fisher 1983; Shen 1984) involves four (^tical beams, tfiree of
which are sent into an NLO material where they overlap and generate a fourth beam.
Usually two of the incident beams are coherent, with comparable intensities, and are called
the writing beams since they write a refractive index grating in die NLO material. The third
beam may have tiie same optical frequency as the two writing beams (degenerate 4WM), or
a different frequency (nmidegenerate 4WM). The diird beam may be called the probe beam
since it probes the refractive index grating generated by the two writing beams. The fourth
beam, which we call the signal beam, is diat part of die probe beam that is diffracted by the
index grating. 4WM is commonly used to measure the diffraction efSciency of
photorefractive materials (Feinberg 1983). A schematic of the 4WM geometry used to
make diffi-action efficiency measurements is shown in Figure 3-1. The writing beams are
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Signal

probe

Figure 3-1
4WM geometry used to measure the diffiaction efficiency of
photorefractive polymer films.
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denoted '1' and '2*. The probe beam is shown counterpropagating to writing beam '1', while
the diffiacted signal beam is shown counterpropagating to writmg beam '2'. The angles ai
and 02 refer the angle of incidence with respect to the sample ncnnal of writing beam 1 and
2 respectively. 26 is the crossing angle of the two writing beams. Y is the tflt angle between
the sample normal and die bisector of tfie writing beams. <|» is the angle between the sample
normal and the grating vector K. The photorefractive polymer film is sandwiched between
two rro glass slides. FTO is an optically transparent electrically conducting thin film of
indium tin oxide deposited on glass to form an electrode. We use calibrated glass ^acer
beads 105-^m in diameter to ensure that the films have uniform thickness. From here on
we use the term photorefractive sample, or just sample, to refer to the falvication of the
photorefractive polymer film sandwiched between the two FTO glass slides. A voltage is
applied across the transparent electrodes to produce an electric field in the photorefractive
material oriented perpendicular to the sur&ce of the film. As discussed in Chapter 2 the
applied electric field acts to pole the NLO chromophwes, as well as to increase the
photogeneration quantum efficiency, and provide a drift fOTce oa the free charge carriers.
The reason for rotating the sample surface normal with respect to the bisector of the writing
beams, angle Y of Figure 3-1, is to provide a component of the applied electric field along
the grating vector iCIf the applied electric field is perpendicular to ttie grating vector, there
will be no drift force to sweep the holes, photogenerated in the light regions, into the dark
regions ^^ere they are trapped and build up a periodic space-charge distribution.
4WM experiments were performed at the University of Arizona using the
experimental setup ^own in Figure 3-2. Low power CW lasers, semiconductor diode
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Figure 3-2
Schematic of the e}q)erimental setup for 4WM dif&action efficiency
measurements.

lasers and a helium-neon gas laser, with output powers on the order of a few mW were
used for the writing beams and/or probe beam. The setup allows the writing laser output
intensity, polarization, and beam diameter to be adjusted before the single beam is split to
form the two coherent writing beams. PBS refers to polarizing beam splitter. Ul refers to a
half-wave optical retardation plate. Ml dirough 6 refer to ftont-sur&ce mirrors. BEl and
BE2 are beam expander (^tics. BSl through 3 are non-polarizing beam flitter cubes. LI
through 5 refer to lenses. Dl and D2 are silicon PIN photodiode detectors. CCD refers to a
two-dimensional CGD camera. In die case of degenerate 4WM, part of the single writing
beam is split off and used for the probe beam. Its intensity is reduced by passing throu^ a
neutral density filter. Its polarization is rotated from "s" to "p" by passing throu^ a halfwave plate. And it loses coherence widi the writing beams due to the extra optical pathlength that it travels bef(x« overl^mg witfi tfiem. In the case of non-degenerate 4WM
another laser is used to [n-ovide the probe beam The sample is mounted onto an electrically
insulated holder tfiat provides contacts to connect the ITO electrodes to wire leads coming
from a high voltage power siqiply (Glassman, series EH). The sample holder is mounted
onto a rotation stage so that tfie tilt angle Y can be adjusted. Also note that the two writing
beams are co-linear entering L3 befinv being focused onto the sample. Their separation
determines ttie crossing angle 26. By translating M4 and M5 on linear stages the crossing
angle can be adjusted. The fringe pacing A of the light intensity grating formed by the
overlap of the two coherent writing beams in the sample can be varied by adjusting ^ and
Id. The relationship between these experimental variables is given by:
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A=

^2_
^
2/isin(^?^^)

a, ='F-^ ,

Equation3-l

where Ao is tfie wavelength in air, n is the refractive index of the photorefractive medium,
and ai and

are the writing beam angles mside die medium as shown in Figure 3-1. The

probe beam is sent into die sample counterpr(q}agating to writing beam 1. The transmitted
probe beam passes throu^ BS3 ^ere half of its intensity is sent to detector Dl. The
diffracted probe beam, or signal beam, emerges from the sample counterpropagating to
writing beam 2. The signal beam passes throi^ BS2 where half of its intensity is sent to
detector D2, or it may be sent to the CCD camera if the beams are expanded and are
carrying optical information. In the case of diffraction efSciency measurements, the
detectors Dl and D2 measure the percentage of transmitted probe beam and diffracted
probe beam respectively. The 4WM diffraction efiBciency is simply defined to be:
7 = -^

Equation 3-2

J

where rj is the 4WM diffraction efBciency, /g is the intensity of the probe beam before it
enters the sample, and /j is the intensity of the diffracted probe beam after leaving the
sample. Note that in principle 7 can vary from 0 to 1, but reflection losses at the optical
interfaces of die sample, and a small amount of optical absorption, means that in practice 7
will never reach unity. We find that the maximum value of 7 obtained experimentally,
using commercially avaflable FTO glass slides, is 0.86. It is possible to increase the
maximum value of 7 by using anti-reflection coatings on the ITO slides, but we have used
only the standard ITO glass.

Measurements were made of the 4WM dif&action efficiency as a function of the
voltage applied across die photorefractive polymer fihn. Sample data from a 4WM
diffraction efficiency experiment is shown in Figure 3-3. Note that for a p-polarized probe
beam the diffraction efficiency reaches a maximum at an applied voltage of 60 V/^m.
Increasing the applied voltage results in a continued increase in die refractive index
modulation,

but since the diffraction efficiency, rj, is related to the square of the sine of

An (Kogehiik 1969) tj will oscillate as An increases. Data for an s-polarized probe beam is
also shown. The diffraction efficiency is significantly reduced for an s-polarized probe
beam. This result is predicted by Kogelnik's coupled wave equations and is due to the
reduced refractive index modulation fac an s-polarized beam. As »plained in Cluqiter 2,
the poling of die photorefractive chromophores by the aj^lied field, and by the periodic
space-charge field, are in directions that lie in the optical plane (defined by the incident, the
reflected, and die refiacted beams) which is the plane in which die p-polarizati(Hi electric
field vector lies. Hence the p-polarized beam interacts more strongly with the molecular
dipoles of the NLO chromophwes than the s-polarized beam.
It is possible to calculate the refractive mdex modulation. An, from the 4WM diffraction
efficiency. Values of An as a function of the applied electric field are shown in Figure 3-4.
At the highest applied field of 90 V/^m we observe a large An equal to 0.007. As discussed
in Chapter 2, such a large value fm An cannot be due to die electrooptic effect alone. This
motivated the ellipsometric measurements of die refractive index modulation that are
discussed in detail at the end of this chapter. However, it is important to ^ow that the
refractive index grating is in fact due to the photorefractive effect, and not due to a
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4WM dififraction efficiency as a function of the applied electric field.
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non-phase-diiited effect like photobleaching. Therefore we performed 2BC experiments on
our photorefractive polymer composites to verify photorefractivity in these materials.
Two-Beam Coupling
When two coherent optical beams mtersect inside a photwefractive medium their
interference results in a refractive index grating that is phase shifted with respect to the
intensity grating (see Figure 2-7). This behavior is unkpie to die [^otorefractive effect and
distinguishes it from the other physical processes that can produce refrxictive index gratings
from light intensity gratings. Phenomena such as photoisomerization, photobleaching, and
thermal gratings, are all local effects. That means the refractive index modulation maxima
spatially overlap the maxima of the li^t intensity modulation. As discussed in detail in
Chapter 2, die space-charge distribution may or may not overlap the Ught intensity grating
in a photorefractive material, depending on whether the charge carrier migration is
dominated by diffusion (zero ^plied field) or by drift (due to an appUed field). In either
case, the electric field modulation is [rfiase-shifted widi respect to the space-charge
distribution. It is die phase-shift between the light mtensity grating and the refractive index
grating that allows asymmetric energy transfer between two coherent optical beams that
intersect in the photorefractive medium. 2BC experiments were performed using the
experimental setiq) shown in Figure 3-2 modified such that detectors D1 and D2 were
placed behind L4 to observe die transmitted writing beams 1 and 2 after passing throu^
the photorefiactive sample. A schematic of the 2BC geometry is shown in Figure 3-5. The
beam that is amplified, I\ (called the signal beam), typically starts out with a much smaller
intensity than that of the beam which is diminished, h (called the pump beam). In the limit

Figure 3-5

2BC geometry.
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of I\ « h the intensity of l\ grows exponentially with distance as it passes through the
overlap region of die two beams in the photorefractive material (Boyd 1992). Experimental
2BC data in terms of die optical gain, F, versus applied electric field is shown in
Figure 3-6. The optical gain is a measure of how much one of the beams is amplified at the
expense of the other. It is defined by;

Equation 3-3
cos(a|)
where /; denotes the signal beam and h denotes the pump beam, and all intensities are
measured after passing through the sample, p is the ratio of the pump intensity to the signal
intensity without coupling (each beam intensity is measured while the other is blocked). ;^is
the gain of the signal beam, d /cos(ai) is the padi length of the amplified beam dirough the
sample. The above e;q>ression for F neglects small differences in the path lengths, total
absorption, and reflection losses experienced by the two beams due to the tilt of the sample
normal widi respect to die bisector of the two beams (Donckers, Silence et al. 1993).
Figure 3-6 shows die optical gain increasing with the ^lied field for p-polarized writing
beams. At an applied field of 90 V/^m Fp is 220 cm'*, compared to the absorption of
13 cm'\ for a net optical gain of 207 cm'\ For a 105 ^m thick film, this c(»responds to a
factor of 8.8 amplification of the signal beam in an image processing application. The
optical gain for s-polarized beams is negative since the beam \^ch gained intensity for
p-polarization now loses intensity, and vice versa. This is due to a change in sign of the
refractive index modulation that acts on the two polarizations. There is a relationship
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Figure 3-6
2BC optical gain, F, as a function of the applied electric field. The
optical absorption, a, of the photoreftactive polymer composite is also shown.
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between the 2BC gain and the refractive index grating formed by the two writing beams in
the photorefractive material. It is given by (Kippelen, Meerholz et al. 1997):
Equation 3-4
vs^ere 0 is the phase shift between the light intensity grating and the refractive index
grating. ^ is tfie modulation of the refractive index. ei and ^ are the polarization vectors
of the two beams, and X is the optical wavelength. Equation 3-4 can be used to get an
approximate value for An from die 2BC gain data. However, the value of 0 is not exactly
known for die [^otorefractive polymer composites. If the charge separation was due
entirely to diffusion of the free charge carriers, then 0 would be 90°, t^iiich is the optimum
value for 2BC gain. Since diffusion is negligible in these materials, it is the drift force on
the free carriers due to the applied electric field that leads to the charge separation. The
actual value of 0 will depend \q>on the free carrier drift mobility, ttie trapping potential, the
trap density, and the grating spacing. Preliminary experiments on the photorefractive
polymer composite materials, using a moving grating technique, yield estimates for 0
between 15° and 30° depending i^xm the magnitude of the af^lied field (0 increases with
applied field). In order to measure die refractive index modulation more accurately we use
an ellipsometric technique.
Ellipsometric Techniques
Ellipsometric techniques in general make use of die Fresnel equations and Snell's
law to relate changes in the polarization of a ray of light (we use the term ray to denote the
direction of propagation of a plane wave) to the refr^tive index and/or thickness of a film
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of optical material. The Fresnel equati(Mis describe the amplitude coefficients of reflection
and transmission of light at nomuHinal incidence to a surface defined by the interface
between two media with different indices of refraction. They are given by (Bennett and
Bennett 1978):

E,

'

noCOsOo-rijCosOy
HqCOS^O+niCos^,

/I, COS^O= -WQs COS^.1
• = r = —s
e
/iicos^o+nocos^i
Equation 3-5
'

ell^t
ep ''

2/io cos^o
rig cos0o-*-f ICOS0J
2/io cosgp
/I, COS^o+/IoCOS^,

\\iiere E denotes the electric field amplitude, s and p refer to the polarization components of
the electric field, " and' refer to the reflected and the transmitted components of the electric
field respectively, no and ni refer to the refractive indices of the incident and transmitted
media respectively. Snell's law relates the angle of incidence to the angle of refraction for a
ray of light passing through ttie inter&ce between two media of different refractive indices.
It is given by (Bom and Wolf 1980):
/..sine. =n, sine,

Equation 3-6

where no and m are defined as above, 9a and 9i refer to the angles with respect to the
interface normal for the incident and the transmitted rays. The above set of equations allow
one to determine die refractive index and thickness of a film of optical material from
measurements of the polarization state of a reflected or transmitted ray made at a few
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discrete angles of incidence. This is the most common ellipsometric technique, and is used
by commercially available ellipsometers. However, ellipsometry is also used to measure
changes in the refractive index of an electnx^tic material under an ^lied electric field. In
the following section we discuss two methods of measuring diese electric field induced
changes in die refiactive index of hi^ fg photorefi-active polymers.
High Glass Transition Temperature Photorefracfive Polymer Films
The glass transition temperature, fg. of a photorefractive polymer determines the
ability of the NLO chromophores to change their orientation at room temperature in
response to changes in the local electric field. As discussed in detail in Chapter 2, high Tg
materials are poled at elevated temperatures. At room temperature the macroscopic
alignment of die chromofriiores is frozen in place. For purposes of discussion we ignore any
long-term orientatiimal relaxaticm that may occur over die course of days OT weeks. In this
case the chromophores cannot change dieir average poling angle with respect to changes in
the amplitude or direction of an sq^lied field. The change in die refiactive index of these
materials in re^xmse to an ^lied electric field is then due mainly to die linear EO
(Pockels) effect, with a small contribution from die quadratic EO (Kerr) effect Two
commonly used ellipsometric techniques to determine die EO coefBcient in these materials
are the simple reflection setup, and the Mach-Zdmder interferometry setup.
Simple Reflection Ellipsometry Technique
The simple reflection ellipsometry method ^jplied to thin films of high fg poled
polymers was simultaneously i^sented in 1990 by two independent groups of researchers
(Schildkraut 1990; Teng and Man 1990). This technique was developed for high Tg

electrooptic or photorefractive polymers which are typically prepared by spin-coating a thin
film of the material onto an ITO glass slide. A metal electrode, usually gold, is deposited
(either by thermal evaporation or by sputtering) on top of the polymer film. The gold
electrode can be duck ((m the order of 1,000-A) to make a mirrw for use in a reflection
geometry, or thin (100-A to 200-A) to be transparent for use in a transmission geometry. A
schematic of die simple reflection setup is shown in Figure 3-7. A linearly polarized beam
of light is sent into a photcvefractive polymer film at an angle of 45° with respect to the
optical plane of incidence. This provides equal components of s-, and p-polarization of the
beam as it traverses throug^i die NLO media. An AC voltage is applied to the electrodes
across the polymer film. The changing electric field results in a changing refractive index
of the polymer film due to the electrooptic effect The s-, and p-polarization components
see different refiactive indices, ris and itp respectively, v^ch result in different optical path
lengths for the two components. The phase shift between the s-, and p-components that
emerge from die polymer changes die polarization state fix)m linear to slightly elliptical.
After the sample, the beam passes throu^ a Soleil-Babinet compensator diat allows for a
gross adjustment of the phase shift between die s-, and p-polarization components. Then it
passes through an analyzer that is oriented to block a beam that experiences zero phase
shift Behind the analyzer is a detector >^ose output is sent to a lock-in amplifier (not
shown). The lock-in amplifier is required since the signal at the detector will have a small
intensity modulation on top of a large DC intensity. We postpone the derivation relating the
change in refractive index to the intensity modulation at the detector to a later section on
the frequency-dependent ellipsometric technique. The derivations are essentially the same
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Figure 3-7
Ellipsometric setup for measuring thin films of high Tg
photorefractive polymers.
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except for a constant fiictor of two due to the double pass of the reflection geometry versus
the single pass of the transmission geometry used in the frequency-dependent technique.
For now we simply comment that the intensi^ modulation tfiat results 6om the changing
refractive index is assumed to be due solely to ttie linear EO (Pockels) effect This allows a
value of ri3, the EO coefiBcient, to be derived from the intensity^ modulation measurements.
Since die orientation of the high Tg chromophores is frozen in place at room temperature,
the AC frequency of the applied field does not affect the results. At least not for the range
of frequencies, 1 kHz to 10 kHz, diat are typically used for this simple reflection technique.
For samples that are better suited to transmission measurements, rather dian the reflection
measurements describe above, the Mach-Zehnder mediod can be used.
Mach-Zehnder Interferometry Technique
A schematic of the Mach-Zehnder interferometric method (Singer, Kuzyk et al.
1988; Levy, Chollet et al. 1993) fw detennining the refractive index modulation, and hence
the electrooptic coefBcient, of hig|i Tg polymer films is shown in Figure 3-8. Light from a
coherent source, such as a diode laser, is sent through a beam splitter, hi Figure 3-8 we
show the transmitted beam traveling a padi that sends it through the sample, while the
reflected beam travels a path that sends it through an optical wedge. The two beams are
recombined after passing through another beam spUtter. The two coherent beams will
produce interference fringes. A small area detector is placed at the center of the beam
overlap, such tfiat the interference fringes will sweep across the detector as the phase
difference between die two beam is varied. The intensity at the detector is given by:
Equation 3-7
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where £01 and £02 are the optical field amplitudes, and <(t\ and ^ are the optical phases,
associated with each arm of the interferometer. The product E01E02 can be determined finm
measuring the maximum and minimum of the intensity at the detector through the
following relation:
Equation 3-8
Let beam I pass Arough the wedge, so Aat ^ can be varied by moving the wedge across
the beam (indicated by the double-headed arrow in Figure 3-8). Let beam 2 pass through
the sample, so that ^ can be varied by applying an electric field across the sample. If we
keep the wedge fixed, so that ^ remains constant, and ^ly an AC voltage with fi'equency
Q across the sample so diat ^ is modulated, the phase difiference can be expressed as:
Equation 3-9
where A is the modulation amplitude, and ^ is die phase difference without modulation. If
the modulation is small, a condition that is nearly always satisfied for these ellipsometric
measurements, dien Equations 3-7 and 3-9 can be expanded to first order in the modulation
amplitude to obtain the modulated part of die intensity at the detector, /mod- The intensity is
then / = /o + /oHMi where /o is the DC bias intensity, and /mod is given by:
^mod «2£o,^o2^|sin^|

Equation 3-10

Since the modulated part of the intensity is small compared to the DC bias, a lock-in
amplifier is connected to die detector and is referenced to die fi'equency Q of the applied
AC field. Note that Ivaoi. will have a maximum whenever sin^ = ±1. ^ can be varied
continuously by translating the wedge across beam I. In practice the wedge is slowly
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translated across the beam while /mod is observed to oscillate sinusoidally on the lock-in
display. If the sample is a thin film with refractive index /i, dien the modulation amplitude
due to the electroc^tic effect from the applied field is givm by;
^

A

K

Equation 3-11

where ru is die 1,3 ofif-diagonal element of the electrooptic tensor, Tis the amplitude of the
AC applied field, and A is the optical wavelength. Having obtained the maximum value of
/mod from observing a few periods of its oscillation on die lock-in amplifier, and using
Equations 3-8,3-10, and 3-11, the electrooptic coefficient is determined by;
r -

^^laod

Equation 3-12

There are some conditions that need to be taken into account before relying on the value of
ri3 obtained by the NfochrZehnder interferometry method. First, die derivation does not
depend iq)on die firequency of the AC applied field. This implies that the sample is a high
Tg material, such diat the NLO chromophores are frozen into place at room temperature. If
the NLO chromophores ate free to rewient in response to the changing applied electric
field, then there will be a contribution to the phase modulation from the birefringence of the
chromophores. This contribution will lead to an overestimation of m. Also, the derivation
assumes the contribution to die [diase modulation from the quadratic EO effect (Kerr
effect) is negligible. While diis is often die case, it should be taken into consideration when
studying a new chromophore with an unknown molecular second hyperpolarizability.
Again this could result in an overestimation of rn \^en using the Mach-Zehnder
technique.

Both the Mach-Zehnder, and the simple reflection techniques assume the samples
are high Tg NLO polymer composites. When the samples are low Tg materials, these
techniques can no longer be used to evaluate the linear EO effect Therefore, we developed
a frequency-dependent ellipsometric technique that is ^^opriate for low Tg NLO polymer
composites.
Low Glass Transition Temperature Fhotorefiractive Polymer Films
In low Tg photevefiactive polymer composites the NLO chromophores can reorient
themselves at room temperature in response to a change in the local electric field, as
discussed in detail in Chapter 2. The degree to w^ch die chromc^hores can change their
orientation depends upon die frequency of the af^lied field, since there is a response time
associated with a rotation about the molecular axes. The finite angular momentum of the
molecule, and die viscosity (or, on a microscopic level, die free space volume) of the host
matrix, result in a delay between the tmie a field is ^lied and die time the molecule has
reoriented to the applied field,

die frequency of an AC field is low enough, the NLO

chromophores can follow die changing field. For die materials we have studied this
frequency is on the order of 0.1 to O.OI Hz. At higher frequencies the molecules cannot
fully reorient to the positive going field before die negative going field takes effect, \^ch
results in a lesser degree of orientation for the NLO chromq)hores. At very high
frequencies the molecules cannot begin to follow the changing field, they are stuck in the
orientation given to them by the average DC ^plied field. This behavior has effects on the
optical properties of the material that are frequency-dependent

It became clear to the

author and coworkers at the University of Arizona that at low frequencies there is a
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contribution to the refractive index modulation, djt, from the poling birefringence, as well
as from the linear and quadratic EO effects. At high frequencies only the linear and
quadratic EO effects will contribute to An. This observation in^ired the development of
an ellipsometric technique that takes this frequency-dependence into account
Frequency-dependent ellipsometry
If the simple reflection ellipsometry method discussed m a previous section and
shown in Figure 3-7 is used on thin films of the low Fg photorefractive polymer
composites, the measured values of r^ will vary as a frmction of the frequency of the AC
applied field for die same sample. This does not mean that the linear EO coefiQcient is
changing as a function of frequency. Rather, the refractive mdex modulation has a
contribution from the changing birefringence of the sample due to die reorientation of the
NLO chromophwes. It is possible to separate the birefringent, linear EO, and quadratic EO
contributions to the refractive index modulation using the frequency-dependent
ellipsometric measurements. In the following sections we describe the experimental setup
for the frequency-dependent ellipsometric technique, and derive the relation between the
measured intensity moduiaticm to the refractive index modulatim with its individual
contributions from poling birefringence, the Pockels effect, and the Kerr effect
Experimental setup
Figure 3-9 shows a schematic of ttie frequency-dependent ellipsometric setup. A
low power diode laser, or helium-necm laser, is used to provide a coherent light source.
After the laser a half-wave plate is used to rotate die polarization of the laser beam. We set
the angle of polarization to be 45" with respect to the plane of incidence, so that equal
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Figure 3-9
Frequency-dependent ellipsometric setup for low Tg photorefractive
polymer composites.
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components of s-, and p-polarization pass dirough the sample. After the half-wave plate, a
polarizing beam splitter is used to remove any wthogonal component to the linear
polarization coming finm the laser. It is necessary to "clean iq)" the polarization in this
fashion, since tfie ouq)ut of die laser is not perfectly linearly polarized. The sample consists
of a IDS |im thick film of die (Aotorefractive polymer composite, sandwiched between two
rro glass slides. A diagram of die sample is shown in Figure 3-10. The ITO is etched to
form finger electrodes approximately I cm wide diat overlap within the area defined by the
polymer film. Glass ^acer beads 105 ^m in diameter are placed around the edges of the
polymer composite to allow for a uniform film thickness. The polymer composite Aat lies
widiin the area of overlap between the two finger electrodes mperiences the applied
electric field. The (^tical beam has a diameter of about I mm and passes through the center
of the electrode overlap area. This means that we can neglect the effects of fiinge fields
near the edges of the electrodes. The ^lied electric field at die center of the electrode
overlap area is well q)proximated by that of an infinite parallel plate capacitor filled with a
dielectric material. One of the sample electrodes is attached to the ou^ut of a Matsusada
HEOPT-0.6P100-A high voltage operaticmal amplifier. The Matsusada can operate
between 0 and 600 Volts at frequencies up to 200 kHz. Typically we adjust the output of
the Matsusada to inx>vide 250 V of DC bias voltage for poling the NLO chromophores, and
250 V amplitude of AC voltage to probe the refractive index modulation. The other sample
electrode is attached to electrical ground. The Matsusada is driven by a Hewlett-Packard
HP8116A pulse/function generator. After die sample, a Soleil-Babinet compensator is used
to make gross adjustments to the phase-shift between die s-, and p-polarization components
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Diagram of the photorefractive polymer composite sample.
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of the optical beam. Following that, another polarizing beam flitter is used as an analyzer.
It is oriented such that for zero phase-shift between the s-, and p-polarization components
the light intensity of the optical beam is completely blocked. After the analyzer, the optical
beam is focused onto a silicm PIN photodiode detector. The electrical output of the
detector is sent to an EG&G PARC 5210 lock-in an^Ufier. The lock-m amplifier is used to
measure the modulation of die transmitted light mtensity, since the modulation is usually
small compared to die DC average intensity. The modulated intensity is measured as a
function of the fi:equency of tfie AC applied field. The resulting data is used to calculate the
first three optical molecular coefScients of the NLO chromophore. These coefficients, and
the derivation that leads to them, are discussed in the following section.
Derivation of the polarization anisotropy, the first-order hyperpolarizability, and the
second-order hyperpolarizability, using frequemy-dependent ellipsometric data
We measure a modulation of the amplitude of the transmitted light that results
fi-om a modulation of the refi-active index of the sample. In photorefractive polymer
composites the refiactive index of the sample is modulated by iq)plying an AC electric
field >^le the chromophores are poled by an applied DC electric field. Since the change
in the index of refiraction is different for s- and p-polarizations, there will be a phase
difference Vsp introduced between the s- and p-polarization components of the light
transmitted through the sample. The transmitted intensity A arriving at the detector in our
experimental setup is given by:

Equation 3-13
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where /n^x is the incident intensity,

is the phase difference of the s- and p-

polarizations after passing through the sample, Vsb is the phase difference introduced by
the Soleil-Babinet compensator, and we assume purely dispersive optics with no losses
from reflections or absorption. A plot of the transmitted intensity versus phase difference
between the s- and p-polarizations is shown in Figure 3-11. At the points A and B the
intensity is

= Ig =(/^ - I^)l2 and the curve is at its most linear region. Applying an

AC field to the sample yields a modulation in the phase difference, (3^sp, vdiich results in
a modulation of the transmitted intensity, /mod. For small modulations, ItaoA is related to
($Vsp by the expression:
Equation 3-14

At the points A and B, where sin(Vsp+VsB) = +1 and -1, respectively, the relationship
between the measured intensity modulation and the modulation of the phase difiference
between s-, and p-polarizations after passing throu^ the sample is:
Equation 3-lS
For a single pass through the film, the phase difference between the s- and p-polarizations
is given by:
Equation 3-16
where

is the angle of incidence inside the sample with respect to the sample normal,

for s- and p-polarizations, respectively. Since the applied field is perpendicular to the film
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Figure 3-11 Plot of the transmitted intensity versus ttie relative phase shift,
^sp+^SB. between the s-, and p-polarization conqwnents. Also shown is the
relation between the [diase modulation, 5^, and die modulated intensity, /mod •
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plane ns = no, and rtp is related to no and /le by the index ellipsoid:
1^

_ ^ \ a ) ^ cmV, )

E<patia.3-17

1,'
The modulated phase difference
dvf

is given by:

dw
^

Using Snell's law

Equation 3-18

sinC^r^^) = sin(^), such that

- sin"'^sin(^) /

where B is

the angle of incidence in air with respect to the sample normal, and approximating
no = ne = n, we can simplify the expression for dtpsp. If we were to assume that we had a
purely EO effect, then An^ =-(I / 2)n^and

=-(1/2)n^r,3£, and assuming

r33 = 3 ri3 , which is a good approximation for symmetry C, and far from resonances
when Kleinmann symmetry can be applied, we get:
Sffi
"

-Aw I =
AG ' '

Equation 3-19
3AG

^\ilere Eac is the amplitude of the sqiplied AC field, and G = n yf^ - sin^(^) / sin^(0) is
a geometrical factor. For our measurements G = 5.60, since for our setup 6 - 45° and
n = 1.75. If the index modulation was due entirely to the EO effect we could solve for rsa
using Equations 3-15 and 3-19 to get:
I„3A,G
Tjj = ^ " 3 ^—
Ii/rn%c

Equation 3-20

where we substituted Eac = Vac Id. However, this expression for rss is only valid for high
Tg polymers that are poled such that the orientation of the chromophores is frozen at

room temperature. In this class of materials the chromophores cannot change their degree
of orientation under an applied electric field. The poling of the chromophores can result
in an underestimation of r^3 if poling birefiingence is not taken into account, as noted by
Schildkraut (Schildkraut 1990). But, this poling birefringence is still frozen into the high
fg materials at room temperature, and it does not vary with an AC applied field.
In contrast, in low Tg photorefractive polymers, a bias field is applied in order to
orient the chromophores. A modulated voltage is superimposed onto the DC bias voltage
to probe the induced EO effects. As a result, the total electric field is periodically
changing the degree of orientation of the chromophores. When the poling field amplitude
changes over time, the chromophores will tend to change their degree of orientation to
the total field, consequently changing the poling birefringence. At low fi%quencies, the
modulation of the birefringence contributes to the modulation of the refractive index. For
this reason, the expression for ns in Equation 3-20 does not apply to low Tg
photorefiractive polymers. At high firequencies the inertia of the rod-like chromophores
prevents them from changing their degree of orientation to follow the AC field. Hence at
high frequencies, the poling birefiingence is not modulated and does not provide the
additional modulation to the refractive index observed at low frequencies. The high
frequency cutoff will depend upon the viscosity (or free space volume) of the
surrounding media, and the moment of inertia and volume of the chromophore.
Including linear, second-, and third-order nonlinear effects, the refractive index
changes induced in a low Tg polymer by an applied electric field can be written as:
= —[b„EI
n

]

Equation 3-21

where the indices o and e refer to the ordinary (perpendicular to the poling) and
extraordinary (parallel to the poling) axes, respectively, and n is the average refractive
index. The coefficients in Equation 3-21 can be derived using the oriented gas model
(Singer, Kuzyk et al. 1987; Wu 1991; Burland, Miller et al. 1994), assuming noninteracting chromophores. We have measured the EO response, and 4WM diffraction
efficiency, of PVK polymer composites doped with DMNPAA weight percentages of
2S%, 40%, and 50%. In the measurements we have made so far, we have not observed
any saturation efTects that would indicate the onset of interaction among the
chromophores. The first term on the right hand side of Equation 3-21 describes the
birefringence induced by the orientation of the chromophores by the poling field, the
second term accounts for the linear EO effect which is proportional to the product of the
total field E-x and the EO coefficient We take the EO coefficient to be proportional to the
product of Co,e with the poling field £p. The third term describes the Kerr effect, >^ch is
proportional to the square of the total field. For simplicity, we neglect the changes in the
Kerr effect associated with the change in orientation of the chromophores. The
expressions for Ao.e> Co,e, and

are related to the microscopic properties of the

chromophore and to the local field correction factors that take into account the dielectric
effects of the surrounding matrix. In the oriented gas model in the low poling
approximation (;<£p/Arr < 1), they are given by (Wu 1991; Burland, Miller et al. 1994):
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2

C,
3

where n is the densiQr of chromophores per cm^

Equation 3-22

+2)/(2f+/i^), and

/ „ =(/i^ +2)/3 are the well-known Onsager and Lorentz-Lorenz local field correction
factors, (see Equations 2-7 and 2-6 respectively, with n^ = &oX £ is the static dielectric
constant, Aa is the anisotropic polarizability related to the birefringence, P and y are the
first-order and second-order hyperpolarizabilities, respectively, related to the second- and
third-order nonlinear optical properties, and kT is the thermal energy. Note that n is the
dressed value of the dipole moment of the chromophore in =fQ Ho, where fio is the dipole
of an isolated molecule). We consider the two limiting cases, (i) where the frequency (Q )
of the applied field approaches OC, the low frequency limit, and (ii) where Q is too fast
for the molecular orientation to respond, the high frequency limit. The total electric field
applied across the sample,

is the sum of the DC bias field, £B, and the modulated

field, £Acsin(2nQ /), Ej.

+£^cSin(2;rQ/). In the low frequency limit, the poling

field £p, referred to in Equation 3-21, is the total applied field Ej. In the high frequency
limit the poling field is just the bias field, £B, since the molecules caimot follow the AC
field. Inserting the appropriate expressions for £p and £t in the low frequency limit into
Equation 3-21 yields:
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2;ri
n
Equation 3-23
where the LF superscript denotes the low frequency limit The quadratic term in the AC
field introduces a second harmonic in the modulation of the refractive index. Considering
only the terms in the expression for An that are modulated at frequency Q, and using the
relations in Equation 3-22, we get:
A«.^(q)

-

(

q) = —

- B, +-C. +2Z>,l(2£^£^cSm(2;rQ/))
/I L2
3
J

Equation 3-24

The modulated transmitted intensity /mod(Q)> is related to the above difference in the
changes of the refractive index by /^(Q)=/^m/|A«^(Q)-Aw^(Q)|/.lC7, where we
substituted | Ane — Ano | for

into Equation 3-19 and inserted the result into

Equation 3-lS. In terms of the coefiBcients Be, Ce, and De we can write:
*\c. +2£>,

1

Eqiiation3-25

Similarly, if we consider only the terms in die expression for An that are modulated at the
frequency 2Q, we get:
/::.(2n)=^£2c[|fi.+|c.+20,j
If we now insert the appropriate expressions for

Equali«i3-26
and Et in the high frequency limit

(i.e., £p = Eb, and £t = £*8 + ^Acsin(Q /)) into Equation 3-21, using the same approach to
derive expressions for /modCQ) and /mod(2Q), we get:
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C(n)=^£Ac(fc..2D;
Equation 3-27

where the HF superscript denotes the high frequency limit If we take the ratios of
/mo<i(Q) and /iiKid(2Q) at the limiting frequencies, we get:
Low Frequency Limit

High Frequency Limit

=4^
Eac

Equation 3-28

tHF /q\
F (
C
\=4-^ l4 '
/^(2n)
3^ey

Inserting Equation 3-22 along with the physical parameters

e, etc., into Equations

3-25 through 3-27 and using the relation in Equation 3-28, yields values of

and y.

Additional information obtained from the phase of the lock-in amplifier at the intensity
points /a and /b allows the determination of the sign of y? as well as its magnitude.
While Ao, and

will always be positive, there are a few molecules that possess

the unusual property of having a negative ft. These chromophores are called zwitterions,
which translates as "inner salts." Zwitterionic compounds exhibit charge separation in the
ground state. They are push-pull molecules (see Figure 2-5) with such strong donor and
acceptor groups that the ground state electronic configuration shows charge separation.
When the zwitterion is excited, the electronic configuration becomes more neutral, the
opposite of what happens for a typical push-pull molecule. The result is that the excited
state of the zwitterion has a smaller dipole moment than the ground state. This is why the
first-order hyperpolarizability is negative in these extraordinary molecules. If we are
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presented with an unknown chromophore, how can we determine the sign of ^ A careful
analysis of Figure 3-11 yields the solution to this problem. At the high frequency limit the
chromophores cannot reorient themselves, so there is no contribution from Aa. ;^is much
smaller in magnitude tiian fi, so fi will dominate the refractive index modulation in the
high frequency

regime. For typical push-pull molecules, such as DMNPAA or

NPADVBB, when the modulated applied electric field is increasing, the molecule's
induced dipole moment is increasing since fi is positive. At point

in the figure, the

slope of tiie intensity versus phase shift is positive. Hence, the increase in the phase shift
due to the increase in the refractive index (due to the increase in the induced dipole
moment) results in an increase in the intensity at the detector, and the lock-in amplifier
displays a positive phase angle along with the magnitude of the signal. Recall that we use
a dual-phase lock-in amplifier in our experimental setup, so that we can read out the
magnitude and the phase angle of the modulated intensity. At point "B", in Figure 3-11,
the slope of the intensity versus phase shift is negative. Hence, the increase in the phase
shift due to the increase in the induced dipole moment results in a decrease in the
intensity at the detector, and the lock-in amplifier displays a negative phase angle along
with the magnitude of the signal. The phase angles at "A" and "B" will be 180 degrees
apart. For example, we measured /mod at 10,000 Hz for DMNPAA and NPADVBB. In
both materials we observed a phase angle of 25 degrees at point "A", and a phase angle
of-156 degrees at point '*B" (very nearly 180 degrees out of phase). Now consider what
happens to a zwitterion >^en the ^plied electric field is increasing. In the high
frequency regime,

is dominating the refractive index modulation. Since

has negative
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sign, the induced dipole moment will decrease as the applied field increases. At point "A"
the intensity will decrease as the applied electric field increases, resulting in a negative
phase angle along with the magnitude of the signal displayed by the lock-in amplifier.
Likewise, at point "B" the intensity will increase as the applied field increases since the
phase shift decreases due to the decreasing induced dipole moment, so the lock-in
amplifier displays a positive phase angle along with the magnitude of the signal. As an
example, we measured /mod at 10,000 Hz for a zwitterionic chromophore denoted by
HR1.107 provided by S. R. Marder at the California Institute of Technology, Pasadena,
CA. We observed a phase angle of -IIS degrees at point "A", and a phase angle of
75 degrees at point "B", confirming the zwitterionic nature of the chromophore. The
chemical structure of HR1.I07 is shown in Figure 3-12.
Since, as noted earlier, the total refractive index modulation in the material results
from the birefrin^nce due to the poling of the chromophores, the Pockels (linear EO)
effect, and tfie Kerr (quadratic EO) effect, it would be inappropriate to derive an effective
r33 except, peiiiaps, at very high frequencies of tfie ^lied field, taking the average (DC)
poling birefringence into account, and assuming the Kerr contribution is negligibly small.
Instead, we characterize the nonlinear optical response of the material at die fiiequency of
the ^plied field using Ae response function R(i2) =

where Vb

is the applied DC potential, FXc is the applied AC potential, and Q is die firequency. The
response function is normalized by the amplitudes of the incident intensity, the DC applied
field, the AC applied field, the wavelength of the incident light, the geometty factor, and
the thickness of the sample. While all of these physical quantities may vary from one

Figure 3-12 Chemical structure of tfie zwitterion HRl.107 shown in the excited
(neutral) state.
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experiment to the next, tiie ratio defined by R(Q) should be the same for a given sample at
a given frequency and amplitude of die applied fields. Hence, i?(Q) could be usefiil as a
response function for the low Fg polymers. We also measured the modulated intensity at
twice the fimdamental frequency,

2q, and then calculated the re^nse function

R{2n) = l^(2Q)iXGd/I ^;rif ^

which results from the AC applied field only.

The above frequency-dependent ellipsometric technique allows the determination
of the first-, seccmd-, and third-order molecular optical coefScients in a simple manner that
can be performed in a relatively short amount of time (less than a day). Hence this
technique allows the possibility of measurmg the molecular optical coefiBcients at several
different wavelengths (assuming one has a number of different diode lasers available) in a
reasonable time period. The next chapter deals with die experimental data obtained by
using die frequence-dependent ellipsometry method, and discusses die two-level models
used to fit the optical dispersion of the first-, and second-order molecular coefficients.
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Chapter 4

Optical Dispersion of tiie Refractive Index Modulation in Low
Photorefractive Polymer Composites
In this ch^ter we investigate the optical dispersion of the refractive index
modulation in low Tg photorefractive polymers by means of the frequency-dependent
ellipsometry experiments. We determine the molecular coefficients of the dopant
molecule at different wavelengths and show that the optical dispersion of the linear and
the Pockels contributions can be analyzed by a two-level model (Allen and Eberly 1987).
Experiment
The frequency-dependent ellipsometry setiq> used for the measurement of the
refractive index modulation is described in detail in Chapter 3. The guest/host
photorefractive polymer investigated here is based on the photoconducting matrix
PVK:ECZ:TNF doped with the photwefractive chromophore NPADVBB (refer to
Figure 2-6). The polymer was sandwiched between two FTO-coated glass slides and the
thickness of the film (</= 105 ^m) was controlled with calibrated glass spheres. To
determine the molecular parameters Ao, fiy and y, we measured the values of the
transmitted intensity at the frequency Q of the AC ^pUed field, and at the second
harmonic, 2Q, for different values of the frequency Q. From these measurements, the
molecular coefficients could be determined independently. To study their dispersion we
performed these experiments at 633, 675, 690, 780, and 830 nm using low power laser
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diodes as light sources, and over frequencies Q ranging from 0.5 Hz to 100 kHz. In order
to extract numerical values for the molecular quantities Ao, p, and y., from the measured
modulated intensities at each wavelength, the refractive index ii(A) and the low frequency
dielectric constant £(Q) were carefiilly characterized. The refractive index was measured
at 633, 830, and 1,300 run using a Metricon prism coupler in substrate mode. The
dielectric properties £(Q) were deduced from frequency

dependent capacitance

measurements using a Solartron impedance analyzer. We measured £(0.5 Hz) = 10, and
£(10 kHz) = 7.3. The density of chromophores

= 5.4 x 10^° cm"^ was calculated from n

= AprtM where A is Avogadro's number, p = 1.1 g cm"^ the weight density of the
polymer, r = 0.4 the weight fraction of chromophore, and A/= 491.5 the molecular mass
of the chromophore. The value of the dipole moment /«) = 7.4 £>ebye was measured
independently by capacitive measurements of the dielectric constant of several dilute
solutions.
Theory
The refractive index dispersion was fitted

using the well-known Sellmeir's

dispersion formula (Bom and Wolf 1980):
2 ,
b
n -1-a + ^j—^

Equation4-1

A good fit could be obtained with Ao kept fixed at Ao = 405 nm, that was taken from the
linear absorption maximum (shown in Figure 2-6). The parameters a and b were allowed
to vary until a minimum in the statistical chi-square fitting between the experimental data
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and the two-level model was found. The minimum chi-square was found for a = 1.725,
and 6 = 4.8 X 10"* nm^ with chi-square = 2.1 x 10"^.
To model the dispersion of the polarizability anisotropy Aa, we first assume that
Oxx = oTyy « arzz> and assume the dispersion of Aer to be that of otzz- Within the framework
of density matrix fmnalism, the dispersion of a can be deduced from the dispersion of
the linear susceptibility

'

n

as (Boyd 1992):

^2m
n 2ma}„

-0)-/r,

1
(ei„ -o)+/F„

Equation 4-2

^^e^e the summation n is over the number of electronic levels, fn are the oscillator
strengths, e is the elementary charge, m is the atomic mass, Fn are damping constants, and
(o„ are the resonance frequencies.

In the two-level model q>proximation, neglecting

damping constants, and using the identity ^

= 1 +

- A^o),

Equation 4-2 can be rewritten as:

«=

=

J ^
x

Equation 4-3

—

wliich is analogous to the Sellmeir's dispersion formula for the refractive index. A good
fit is found for the dispersion of La using Equation 4-3 with Ao kept fixed

at

= 405 nm, as before. The parameters k and / were allowed to vary until a minimum in
the chi-square fitting
parameters

ranged

was found. Fw the minimum chi-square = 0.1 x 10'^ cm^ the
over

/ = 2.8(±0.2) x 10"'® cm^ nm^

the

intervals

1.3(±0.1) x 10"^ cm\

and
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For the dispersion of

we used the well-known formula from the two-level

model for the Pockels effect (Oudar and Chemla 1977):

~

2

Equation 4-4

3|I-41
Mdiere fio is the dispersion free electrooptic first hyperpolarizability. A good fit is found
for the dispersion of p using Equation 4-4 with Ao fixed at ^ = 405 nm, as before. The
variable

parameter fit

is

found

fi) = 25.68(±0.03) X 10*^ cm"* statvolf'

at

to
the

cover

the
minimum

interval
chi-

square = 1 x 10'^® cm* statvolt'^
Discussion of Results
A sample plot of the optical response functions, R(n) and R(2Ci), at a wavelength
of 675 nm, with a DC applied voltage of 250 V, and an AC applied voltage of 250 V, is
shown in Figure 4-1. The high frequency response functions level off before reaching
10,000 Hz. The low frequency limit of 0.5 Hz is set by the lock-in amplifier. While the
response functions are still climbing as they ^iproach 0.5 Hz from higher frequencies,
DC measurements indicate that the values of R(n) and R(2Q) will level off to at most
10 % to 20 % higher than those for 0.5 Hz. This is within the calculated error bars for the
derived coefficients.
A plot of the refractive index data and the Sellmeir fit to the data are shown in
Figure 4-2.
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Figure 4-1
Optical response functions, R(n) and R(2n)j at the fiindamental and
the second hannonic of the applied AC frequency, respectively. The data is shown
for a wavelength of 675 nm. Similar plots were generated for wavelengths at 633,
690, 780, and 830 nm.
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Figure 4-2
Refiractive index versus wavelength for the NPADVBB
photorefiractive polymer composite. The curve is a Sellmeir fit to the data.
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The data is tabulated in the following table:

Table 4-1

X(nm)

nix)

633

1.7184 (±0.0001)

830

1.6798 (±0.0001)

1300

1.6595 (±0.0001)

1500

1.6564 (±0.0001)

NPADVBB refractive index versus wavelength.

The data from the Metricon were such high quality that the error bars fit within the circles
that denote the data points.
Figure 4-3(a) shows the derived values for Ao, along with error bars, and the
Sellmeir fit to the data. Figure 4-3(b) shows the derived values of

along with error

bars, and the two-level model for the Pockels effect fit to the data. The values of y for
different wavelengths are also plotted in Figure 4-3(c), but the discussion of their
dispersion is beyond the scope of this chapter.
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(a) Dispersion of the linear polarizability anisotropy Aa of
NPADVBB obtained firam frequency-dependent ellipsometry experiments. Circles:
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The data in Figure 4-3 is tabulated in the following table:
A,(nm)
633
675
690
780
830

Table 4-2

Aa (10' esu)
2.48 (±0.47)
2.53 (±0.51)
1.89 (±0.45)
2.23 (±0.45)
1.68 (±0J7)

p (10esu)
59.7 (±11J)
57.7 (±11.5)
55.5 (±13J)
40.0 (±8.0)
42.8 (±9.4)

Y (10'" esu)
133 (±0.25)
0.694 (±0.14)
0.707 (±0.17)
0.467 (±0.09)
0.815 (±0.18)

NPADVBB linear and nonlinear molecular optical coefficients versus

wavelength.
The figure of merit (FOM) for the NPADVBB photorefiractive polymer composite
can be derived from the values presented in this chapter. Refer to Equation 2-15 for the
definition of the FOM. It ranges from

FOM(633 nm) = 7.73 x 10"^^ cm® to

FOM(S30 nm) = 5.25 x 10"^^ cm®. The interested reader can confirm the units of the FOM
are cm® by recognizing that Aa has units of cm^, kT has units of ergs, // has units of
Debye which are defined as 10*^^ statcouiomb cm, fi has units of cm^ statvolt*\ the erg is
equivalent to statvolt statcouiomb, and the electric field

relates the statvolt and

statcouiomb by statvolt cm'' = statcouiomb cm'^.
We have derived the molecular coefficients Aa,

and y at several wavelengths

between 633 nm and 830 nm for the new high performance photorefractive chromophore
NPADVBB that leads to highly efficient photwefractive polymers with long term
stability. Our results show that a simple two-level model can account for the optical
dispersion of the polarization anisotropy, Ao, and the first-order hyperpolarizability, p.
From these results the dispersion of the photorefractive response of low Tg
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photorefractive polymers in general can be modeled. In the next chapter we discuss the
applicability and limitations of the frequency-dependent
characterize NLO chromophores in general.

ellipsometry technique to
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Future Directions
The previous ch^ter demonstrated the usefulness of die frequency-dependent
ellipsometric for measuring die optical di^iersion of the first-, seconds, and diird-order
optical molecular coefiBcients of NLO chromophores. We discuss the limitations and the
types of materials applicable to diis technique in die conclusions section, and finish with a
section on future dvections fw research. Now we briefly summarize die preceding body of
work.
Summary
We have discussed die technology driven motivation for research into new high
performance NLO materials. A few examples of NLO applications were presented which
hi^ili^ted die wide variety of NLO materials available. The relative advantages and
disadvantages of the two major classifications, organic versus inorganic, of NLO materials
were compared and contrasted. The demands of low cost, flexibility of wavelength range,
and optimizability of the mechanical and chemical properties on new NLO materials for
advanced technologies clearly indicate that organic NLO materials will be required to make
these technologies widely available.
In Chapter 2 we presented die dieory of photorefiactivity with emphasis on the
organic photorefractive polymers. We examined the chemical building blocks that
comprise the photorefractive polymers and their physical properties. We discussed die
organic photoconductors which provide the charge carrier generation, charge carrier
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transport, and trapping that are necessary properties for a photorefractive material. We also
discussed the organic NLO chromophores that provide ttie linear and nonlinear optical
properties used in the high perfcmnance photorefractive polymers. Then we considered the
photorefractive polymers in their frilly frmctionalized form, and in their guest/host form.
The high performance, low Fg, guest/host i^iotorefractive polymers were examined, along
with the physical mechanisms that contribute to their near uniQr diffraction efficiency.
Chapter 3 reviewed the different characterization techniques, from

four-wave

mixing and two-beam coupling used to characterize the photorefractive performance, to the
ellipsometric techniques aimed at determining the electrooptic coefficients in these
materials. We discussed die simple reflection ellipsometry technique, and tfie MachZehnder interferometry technique, diat are appropriate for d^ermining the electrooptic
coefficients in high Tg, permanendy and uniformly poled, photorefractive polymers. Then
we presented a detailed description of the experimental setup, and the analytical theory, for
the frequency-dependent ellipsometric technique, which is appropriate for the low Tg, real
time and locally poled, photorefractive polymers.
The frequency-dependent ellipsometric technique was used in Giapter 4 to measure
the molecular optical coefficients of the high performance NLO chiomophore, NPADVBB,
at several wavelengths. This yielded the optical dispersion for the molecular optical
coefficients in this material. The dispersion of the linear polarization anisotropy, Aex, and of
the first-order hyperpolarizability,

was shown to agree with a two-level model. The

general utility of the frequency-dependent ellipsometric technique, and its limitations, are
examined in the next section.
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Conclusions
The frequency-dependent ellipsometric technique has a number of advantages over
the previous simple reflection ellipsometry technique. Perhaps the most important
advantage is that it yields the correct values of

for the NLO chromophores used in the

low Tg high performance photorefractive polymers. As discussed in detail in Chapter 3, tfie
simple reflection ellipsometric method wmks well for NLO chromophwes dispersed in a
hi^ Tg matrix, such that the chromophores are not able to reorient themselves at room
temperature in resp<xise to a changing electric field. However, in the near unity^ diffraction
efiSciency low Fg photorefiactive polymers the chromophores can reorient themselves at
room temperature. We have shown in the last section of Chapter 2 ttiat the reorientation of
the chromophores in response to the local electric field results in periodic poling and an
enhancement in the four-wave mixing diffraction efBciency tiiat has contributions from
bodi the poling birefringence and electrooptic effect Using the simple reflection
ellipsometry technique on these materials results in measurements of an "effective"
electrooptic coefficient that significantly overestimates the molecular coefficient p. The
frequency-dependent ellipsometric technique takes the real time poling of the
chromophores at room temperature into account, hence resulting in accurate measurements
of p. Another advants^e of this technique is that it yields measurements of die molecular
optical coefficients Ao; P, and y simultaneously. The additional information is invaluable
for understanding the physical properties of the NLO chromophores. Additional advantages
of the technique are that it can be performed quickly and easily, with a minimum of
laboratory space and equipment
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Future Directions for Research
While the fiequency-dependent ellipsometric technique clearly offers a significant
advantage over die other characterization methods for the NLO chromophores, what are its
limitations? Recall die plot of die <^tical response functions versus AC frequency shown in
Figure 4-1. This data was for the NPADVBB chromophtve dissolved in a PVK:ECZ
polymer matrix. At low frequencies the curves fit to the data points have not leveled off by
0.5 Hz. We can make separate measurements at DC voltages to obtain /?(DC), and compare
this to R(0.5 Hz). F(»- die data shown m Figure 4-1 /{(DC) is between 10 % and 20 %
hi^er Aan r(0.5 Hz), ^^ch fells within the accuracy of the measurements of the
molecular coefficients (see die error bars in Figure 4-3). However, in a case where the
response functions do not level off by 0.5 Hz, die DC value of the response must be
measured independendy to make sure that it is reasonably close to the value at 0.5 Hz. The
lock-in amplifier limits the measurements to 0.5 Hz at the low frequency end of the
measurement range. We have demonstrated another mediod at low frequencies to measure
r(q) and r(2d) using an analog to digital (A/D) converter instead of a lock-in amplifier.
The a/d converter allows us to save the intensity versus time waveform on the computer,
then we perform a Fourier analysis on the waveform to extract the amplitudes at the
fundamental frequency and the second-harmonic. A problem widi diis approach is the DC
component of the intensity signal over^iielms the small AC modulation, due to the limited
dynamic range of the A/D converter. This means the information we wish to extract is of
the same magnitude as the noise in the system, so the accuracy suffers. An alternative to
this approach is to put the NLO chromophore into a matrix that has a different viscosity.
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Using the lock-in amplifier to make all of the measurements over the entire AC frequency
range is the ideal case. If we use a polymer matrix with a lower viscosity for the
NPADVBB chiomophore, die low frequency limit should a(^)ear above 0.5 Hz, while the
hi^ frequency limit will shift to hi^er frequencies. The high-voltage amplifier allows
measurements up to 50,000 Hz. Since die high frequency limit in Figure 4-1 appears
around 1,000 Hz, we could allow a considerable shift to higher frequencies. It would be
interesting to dissolve NPADVBB in poly(methyl methacrylate) (Plexiglas) to look for a
shift in the hi^ and low frequency limits. A fiiture dkection for research using the
frequency-dependent ellipsometry technique should be to study the effect of different host
polymers, for a given chromof^ore, on the response functions /{(Q) and /{(2n). An
alternative to changing the polymer matrix into which the chromophme is doped, is to
change the temperature of the sample during die measurements. Heating the sample should
decrease the viscosity of the polymer host, thus shifting die response function curves to
hi^er frequencies. This could be another direction for future research. The technique
should be widely ^)plicable to all types of NLO chromoph(ves, provided a suitable host
polymer can be found to make the high and low frequency limits fall within the
experimental frequency range (currently 0.5 Hz to 50,000 Hz).
The frequency-dependent ellipsometry technique offers a &st and simple way to
characterize the significant optical prqperties of the NLO chromc^hores. Given the
importance of organic NLO materials fw continued technological advancement, this
technique should prove useful as a method to quickly screen a large number of organic
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molecules, that are potential NLO cfaromophores, to find those few with the specific
optimized properties required for a given a{^lication.
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